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SENATE

State of Florida
FIFTH REGULAR SESSION
UNDER THE CONSTITUTION AS REVISED IN 1968
APRIL 3 THROUGH JUNE 6, 1973
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The following members expressed their individual regrets,
their warmest and best wishes to their colleagues, and their
continuing pride as a member of THE FLORIDA SENATE:
Senators J. Frank Adams, L. A. "Skip" Bafalis, Doyle E. Carl
ton, Jr., Philip D. Beall, Robert M. Haverfield, George C. Day
ton, Bill Gunter, George E. Hollahan, Jr., R. B. (Bunn) Gautier,
Frederick M. Hudson, Charley E. Johns, Beth Johnson, Harry
E. King, Marion B. Knight, H. S. McKenzie, Russell Morrow,
R. H. Howe-through his wife, Effie, J. Frank Houghton, de
ceased 1968-through his widow, Hele!11 John E. Mathews, Sr.,
deceased 1955-through his widow, A1ice
1 Raymond Sheldon,
deceased 1970-through his widow, Catherine, �•!etcher Morgan
deceased 1972-through his widow, Jane and J. Turner Butler,
deceased 1969-through his widow, Cecil.
President Horne recognized Senators L. K. Edwards, Dewey
Johnson and Verle Pope to represent and express the views
of those Senators present, and absent, who, through their in
dividual and collective energies had assisted each succeeding
Body to prepare for and meet those urgent problems of State
that con:tront every Legislative Deliberation. Each responded,
to the delight and enjoyment of all present, and former Presi
dent Johnson designated Senator Edwin G. Fraser to further
speak in his behalf.
Senator Henderson announced that because of transportation
difficulties Miss Hazel Seymour, the only woman to serve as
Secretary of the Florida Senate, was not able to attend. She
served in 1945 when Robt. W. Davis, who was Secretary of the
Senate from 1929 to 1963, was in the U. S. Navy.
On motion by Senator Barron, the Senate recessed at 3:07
p.m�
The Senate was called to order by the President at 3:17 p.m.
A quorum present.
The Senate resumedSB 553-A bill to be entitled An act relating to mobile home
parks; amending §83.271, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement1 as
created by §1, chapter 72-28, Laws of �•Iorida, by amencting
subsection (1) and adding subsection (4) thereto; requiring
notice of eviction; providing for award of attorney's fees;
amending §83.281, Florida Statutes, 1972 Supplement, as created
by §2, chapter 72-28, Laws of Florida, relating to purchase
of equipment, installation of appliances; fees, charges, assess
ments; rules and regulations; making violation a misdemeanor;
providing a penalty; providing for award of attorney's fees;
amending §83.291, Florida Statutes, 1972 Sup�lement, as created
by §8, chapter 72-28, Laws of Florida, relatmg to restrictions
on disposal of mobile homes; making violation a misdemeanor;
providing a penalty; providing for award of attorney's fees;
providing an effective date.
Amendments 2 and 8 were withdrawn.
Senators Zinkil and Gillespie offered the following amend
ment which was adopted on motion by Senator Gillespie:
Amendment 4-On page 3, line 26 strike all of subsections
(5) and (6) page 1, lines 28 and 29, "and adding subsection (4)"
and on page 4, line 16 strike all of subsections (2) and (8) and
on page 2 line 17 strike all of lines 17 and 18 in title, page 1
lines 7 and 8, strike " and adding subsection (4) thereto" and
add sections 4 and 5 as follows:
Section 4. Section 83.801, Florida Statutes, is created to read:
88.301 Civil remedy.-A mobile home owner or dweller may
bring a civil action against a mobile home park owner or op
erator violating the provisions of §88.271, §88.281, or §88.291,
Florida Statutes, in the appropriate court of the county in
which the alleged violator resides or has his principal place of
business or in the county wherein the alleged violation occurred.
Upon adverse adjudication, the defendant shall be liable for
actual damages. 7'he court may in its discretion award punitive
damages or such equitable relief as it deems necessary includ
ing enjoining the defendant from further violations. The losing
party shall be liable for court costs and reasonable attorney's
fees incurred by the prevailing party.

Section 5. Section 83.311, Florida Statutes, is created to read:
88.811 Injunction.-In addition to other penalties provided
in §83.901, Florida Statutes, the state attorneys and their as
sistants are authorized to apply to the circuit court within their
respective jurisdictions, upon the sworn affidavit of any mobile
home owner or dweller alleging a violation by a mobile home
park owner or operator of any of the provisions of §88.t71,
§88.181, or §88.291, Florida Statutes, and such court shall have
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jurisdiction, upon hearing and for cause shown, to grant a
temporary or permanent injunction · restraining such mobile
home park owner or operator from any further suck violation,
whether or not there exists an adequate remedy at law, and
suck injunction shall issue without bond.

Section 6. This act shall take effect on July 1, 1973.

,,,,

Senators Zinkil and Gillespie offered the following amend
ment which was adopted on motion by Senator Zinkil:
Amendment 5-On page 1, lines 14-16 and 20-22 strike mak
ing violation a misdemeanor; providing a penalty; providing
for award of attorney's fees; and on line 19 after the; insert:
creating §88.301, Florida Statutes providing a civil remedy;
creating §83.311, Florida Statutes, providing for injunction in
addition to other penalties;
Senator Sims moved the adoption of the following amend
ment:
Amendment 6-In Section 4 line 18 strike The losing party
shall be liable court cost and reasonable attorney's fees incurred
by the prevailing party.
On motion by Senator Wilson the following substitute amend
ment was adopted:
Amendment 7-Section 4 line 18 strike "shall" and insert:
may
On motion by Senator Glisson, by two-thirds vote SB 553
as amended was read the third time by title, passed and
ordered engrossed. The vote was:
Yeas-38
Mr. President Graham
Pettigrew
Barron
Gruber
Plante
Brantley
Johnson
Poston
Childers
Johnston
Sayler
Deeb
Lane (31st)
Scarborough
Firestone
Lane (23rd)
Sims
Gallen
Lewis
Smathers
Gillespie
McClain
Sykes
Glisson
Peterson
Trask
Nays-None
By unanimous consent Senators Weber and
corded as voting yea.

Vogt
Ware
Williams
Wilson
Winn
Zinkil

Myers were re

On motion by Senator Zinkil, the rules were waived and SB
558 was ordered certified to the House immediately after en
grossing.
SB 885 was taken up, together with:
By the Committee on CommerceCS for: SB 835-A bill to be entitled An act relating to chap
ter 516, Florida Statutes, on certain consumer credit transac
tions; amending sections 516.02, 516.03(1), 516.05(2) (c), 516.11(1), 516.12(2), 516.15, 516.17, 516.18(1), 516.19,, 516.20, and
516.21, and creating sections 516.011, 516.081, 516.281, 516.81,
516.32, 516.83, 516.34 and 516.35, Florida Statutes; renaming
chapter 516, Florida Statutes, as the "Florida consumer finance
act"; providing for an application and investigation fee in
crease; providing for investigations outside of the state, and
for an annual report delinquency charge; providing for interest
rates, and charges and computation of such rates and charges,
and for the definition of interest; providing for the amounts
that may be loaned; qualification of managers; providing for
consumers' protection by licensees by prohibiting certain ne
gotiable instruments; cross-collateral; consumer credit counsel
ing and public disclosure; providing for licensees under chapter
519, Florida Statutes, to be transferred to chapter 516, Florida
Statutes; providing for severability; repealing sections 516.14
and 516.05(5), Florida Statutes, and all of chapter 519, Florida
Statutes; providing an effective date.
-which was read the first time by title and SB 835 was laid
on the table.
On motion by Senator Scarborough, by two-thirds vote CS
for SB 835 was read the second time by title.
Senators Williams and Gillespie offered the following amend
ment which was moved by Senator Williams:
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Amendment 1-On pages 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, lines 16, et seq
strike all of subsections (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6) and (7)
and insert: (1) Interest rates.-Every licensee may lend any
sum of money not exceeding two thousand five hundred dol
lars ($2,600.00) on such security, if any, satisfactory to both
the borrower and the licensee and may charge, contract for and
receive thereon interest at a rate not to exceed thirty six
percent (36%) per annum on that part of the unpaid principal
balance not exceeding three hundred dollars ($300.00) and twenty
four percent (24%) per annum on that part of the unpaid
principal balance in excess of three hundred dollars ($300.00)
but not exceeding six hundred dollars ($600.00), and ten percent
(10%) per annum on any remainder . At the expiration of a
period of twelve (12) months following the last contractual
installment date on any loan made pursuant to this chapter the
interest on any balance still unpaid shall not exceed ten percent
(10%) per annum. Any loan in excess of the amount of two
thousand five hundred dollars ($2,600.00) shall not bear interest
at a rate in excess of ten percent (10%) per annum on the
unpaid principal balance. Interest shall not be payable in
advance or compounded and shall be computed on unpaid
balances on the basis of the number of days actually elapsed
and, for the purpose of such computations, a month shall be
any period of thirty (30) consecutive days. If part or all of
the consideration for a loan contract is the unpaid principal
balance of a prior loan, then the principal amount payable
under such loan contract may include any unpaid charges which
have accrued within two (2) months on the prior loan and, for
the purposes of this chapter, such loan contract shall be deemed
a new and separate loan transaction. Except as otherwise
provided for in this chapter, no further or other charges or
amount whatsoever for any examination, service, brokerage,
commissions or other thing or otherwise shall be directly or in
directly charged, contracted for or received except the docu
mentary excise tax and lawful fees, if any actually and neces
sarily paid out by the licensee to any public officer for filing
or recording or releasing in any public office, any instrument
securing the loan, which fees may be collected when the loan
is made or at any time thereafter, or actual and reasonable
attorney fees as determined by the court in which suit is filed
and court costs, including actual and reasonable expenses of
repossession, storing and selling of any property pledged as
security, as determined by the court in which suit is filed.
Any licensee under this chapter wilfully violating the pro
visions of this chapter or charging any interest in excess
of that permitted by this chapter shall forfeit the entire in
terest so charged or contracted to be charged or reserved and
only the actual principal sum of such usurious contract can
be enforced in any court in this state; and when said usurious
interest is taken or reserved, or has been paid, then and in
that event the licensee shall forfeit to the party from whom
such usurious interest has been reserved, taken or exacted in
any way, double the amount of interest so reserved, taken or
exacted; provided, however, this shall not apply to a bona fide
endorsee or transferee of negotiable paper purchased before
maturity, unless the usurious character shall appear upon its
face, or that the said endorsee or transferee shall have had
actual notice of the same before the purchase of such paper,
but in such event double the amount of such usurious interest
may be recovered after payment by action against the party
originally exacting the same in any court of competent juris
diction in this state, together with an attorney's fee, as such
court may determine.
(2) Division of loans prohibited.-No licensee shall induce
or permit any borrower to SP.lit up or divide any loan. No
licensee shall induce or permit any person, nor any husband
and wife, jointly or severally, to become obligated to him,
directly or contingently or both, under more than one (1) con
tract of loan made under this chapter at the same time, for
the purpose or with the result of obtaining a higher rate of
interest than would otherwise be permitted by this section.
(3) Limitation of interest charges.-No licensee shall di
rectly or indirectly charge, contract for or receive any interest
or consideration greater than ten percent (10%) per annum
upon the loan, use or forbearance of money, goods, or things in
action or upon the loan, use or sale of credit, of the amount or
value of more than two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,600.00). The foregoing prohibition shall also apply to any licensee
who permits any person, as borrower, or as endorser, guarantor,
or surety far any borrower, or otherwise, to owe on any loan
or loans directly or contingently or both to the licensee at any
time the sum of more than two thousand five hundred dollars
($2,000.00) for principal.
Amendment 1 failed by the following vote:
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Yeas-15
Firestone
Gillespie
Gordon
Graham

Lane (23rd)
Lewis
Myers
Poston

Sayler
Stolzenburg
Sykes
Vogt

Williams
Winn
Zinkil

Glisson
Gruber
Henderson
Johnson
Johnston
Lane (31st)

McClain
Pettigrew
Plante
Scarborough
Sims
Smathers

Trask
Ware
Weber

Nays-21
Mr. President
Barron
Brantley
Childers
Deeb
Gallen

By unanimous consent Senator Sykes changed his vote from
yea to nay.
On motion by Senator Williams the following amendment
was adopted:
Amendment 2--On page 12, line 3, strike all of subsection
(2) and insert: (2) Maximum maturity for loans.-No licensee
shall enter into any contract for a loan under this chapter for
six hundred dollars ($600.00) or less which provides for sched
uled repayment of principal more than twenty four (24) months
and fifteen (16) days from the date the loan is made, nor enter
into any contract for a loan under this chapter for more than
six hundred dollars ($600.00) which provides for scheduled re
payment of principal more than thirty six (36) months and
fifteen (16) days from the date the loan is made.
Senator Williams moved the adoption of the following amend
ment which failed:
Amendment 3-On page 12, line 2, after the word ''insur
ance." insert: (4) Any commission or profit received· from
sale of insurance of any type or kind to a borrower by any
licensee or by a relative, partner or employee of such licensee,
or by. any subsidiary, affiliate or associated company or cor
poration of such licensee shall be computed as interest in
de�ermining the ma?Cimum a�ount o� interest authorized by
this statute. Any failure to give credit to borrower as herein
provided shall subject licensee to the penalties as provided in
this chapter for charge of excessive interest.
Senator Lane (23rd) moved the adoption of the following
amendment which failed:
Amendment 4-Strike "two thousand, five hundred dollars
($2,600.00)''. wherever it appears in the bill and insert: on�
thousand, five hundred dollars ($1,600.00)
On motion by Senator Scarborough, by two-thirds vote CS
for SB 835 as amended was read the third time by title, passed
and ordered engrossed. The vote was:
Yeas-28
Mr. President
Barron
Brantley
Childers
Deeb
Firestone
Glisson

Gordon
Gruber
Henderson
Johnson
Johnston
Lane (31st)
Lewis

McClain
Peterson
Pettigrew
Plante
Poston
Scarborough
Sims

Saunders
Sayler

Williams
Winn

Smathers
Stolzenburg

Sykes

Trask
Vogt
Ware
Wilson

Nays-7
Gillespie
Lane (23rd)

Zinkil

By unanimous consent Senators Graham and Myers were
recorded as voting yea.
On motion by Senator Scarborough, the rules were waived
and CS for SB 835 was ordered immediately certified to the
House after engrossing. The vote was:
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Yeas-31
Mr. President
Barron
Brantley
Childers
Deeb
Firestone
Gillespie
Glisson
Nays-3
Sayler
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-was read the second time by title.
Gordon
Gruber
Johnson
Johnston
Lane (81st)
Lane (23rd)
Lewis
McClain

Peterson
Pettigrew
Plante
Poston
Saunders
Scarborough
Sims
Smathers

Williams

Zinkil

Stolzenburg
Sykes
Trask

Vogt

Ware
Wilson
Winn

On motion by Senator Gordon the following amendment was
adopted:
Amendment 1-On page 3, line 7, strike "accomplished as
a result of" and insert: described in
Senators Weber and Plante offered the following amendment
which was moved by Senator Weber:
Amendment 2-On page 1, line 23, insert after the period:
However, no records shall be compiled or disseminated which
designate the race, color, religion or national origin of any stu
dent, teacher or school employee.

HB 185-A bill to be entitled An act relating to elections;
amending §101.27, Florida Statutes, to allow voting ballots
to be printed in color to identify grouus of candidates in certain
elections; providing an effective date.
Senator Barron announced the Committee on Rules and Cal
-was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator endar would meet May 16 at 1:80 p.m.
Sayler, by two-thirds vote HB 185 was read the third time
by title, passed and certified to the House. The vote was:
Senator Graham announced that the Ways and Means Select
•Committee on Fair Assessment would meet at 5:15 p.m. in Room
Yeas-34
H this day.
Trask
Peterson
Mr. President Gruber
Pettigrew
Vogt
Brantley
Henderson
Ware
Plante
Johnson
Childers
On motion by Senator Graham, rule 2.5 was waived and the
Weber
Poston
Johnston
Deeb
Committee on Education was granted permission to consider
Williams
Saunders
Lane (31st)
Firestone
bills, on an agenda filed with the Secretary, at the meeting of
Sayler
Winn
Lane (23rd)
Gallen
the committee scheduled May 16.
Sims
Zinkil
Lewis
Gillespie
Smathers
McClain
Glisson
Sykes
Myers
Graham
Explanation of vote
Nays-1
Wilson
By unanimous consent Senator Barron was recorded as
voting yea.
SB 606-A bill to be entitled An act relating to public educa
tion; requiring each school to compile and disseminate an an
nual report of school progress; providing for content of the
report; assigning responsibility for its preparation; providing
for distribution to parents or guardian; requiring the state
board of education to develop guidelines; providing an effec
tive date.

My nay vote on Senator Graham's amendment 9 to CS for HB
979 on May 14 was cast to avoid procedural merging of the two
questions in this bill and did not reflect my support of the intent
of the amendment.
Bruce Smathers, 9th District

The Journal of May 14 was corrected and approved.
The hour of adjournment having arrived, a point of order was
called and the Senate adjourned at 5:08 p.m. to reconvene at
9:00 a.m., May 17, 1973.
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which eM el&Hft!! dower is claimed and praying for the assign
ment of the same. Citation shall be served upon the personal
representative, the heirs, devisees, legatees and distributees,
or such of them as do not appear and join in the proceedings.
(2) The widow of a man who dies prior to the effective
may in addition file her extraordinary petition
or petitions for assignment of dower in the county judge's court
of any county or counties in this state where any lands lie which
her husband had before conveyed, whereof she had not relin
quished her right of dower as provided by law. Citations shall
be served upon all persons adversely interested. Proceedings
thereupon sha!l be, as nearly as possible, similar to those for
the ordinary assignment of dower.
date of this act

738.13 Commissioners.-If a judgment for dower is made,
the county judge shall select (unless selected by mutual agree
ment of the parties) and appoint as commissioners three suit
able persons who are entirely disinterested and not connected
with the parties either by consanguinity or by affinity. Such
commissioners may employ a surveyor and sha!l be allowed
such sum as may be deemed reasonable by the county judge
to be paid as part of the costs of administration of the es
tate. They may be removed by the county judge for good
cause shown and others appointed in their places. They shall
proceed, immediately upon taking oaths faithfully and impar
tially to execute the trust imposed in them, to allot and set off
the wieew!e dower. All matters of mesne profits shall be
decided by the court upon the pleadings and evidence; pro
vided, however, that when the interested parties agree to the
allotment of dower, or when the assets are of such value
and such a nature that dower may be allotted without the
appointment of commissioners, the county judge may, in his
discretion, dispense with such appointment and set off and
allot dower.
788.14 Final judgment.-In all cases of assignment of dower,
the county judge to whom application is made sha11, upon
hearing after notice, confirm, reject or modify the allotment
or assignment made. Such judgment shall vest in the
survivin11 spouse � a fee simple estate in the lands and
the absolute ownership of the personal nropertv allotted. The
surviving spouse is SM � he entitled to writ of possession
if necessary.
Section 5. This act shall take effect October 1, 1978.
Amendment 2-On page 1 in title lines 6-11, strike all of
lines 6 through 11 and insert the following: eliminating in
choate dower in real property; providing for equal reciprocal
rights of dower and curtesy for either surviving spouse; pro
viding the procedure for the surviving spouse to elect dower;
specifying the articles the surviving spouse may be entitled
to in addition to dower; amending §§783.09, 788.10, 733.11, 788.13, and 733.14, Florida Statutes, to conform with the sur
viving spouse provision; providing an effective date.
-and requests the concurrence of the Senate therein.
Allen Morris, Clerk

On motions by Senator Ware, the Senate concurred in
House amendments 1 and 2 to SB 478.
SB 478 passed as amended, was ordered engrossed and the
action of the Senate was certified to the House. The vote was:
Yeas-24
Mr. President
Deeb
Firestone
Gallen
Glisson

Graham

Gruber
Henderson
Johnson
Lane (81st)
Lane (23rd)
Peterson

Pettigrew
Poston
Sayler
Scarborough
Sims
Smathers

Sykes
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Wilson
Winn

Johnston
Lewis
McClain

Myers
Saunders
Stolzenburg

Williams
Zinkil

Nays-11
Childers
de la Parte
Gordon

The Honorable Mallory E. Horne, President

May 24, 1973

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Repre
sentatives has passed with amendment-

May 24, 1973

By the Committee on Ways and MeansSB 1343-A bill to be entitled An act making appropriations;
providing moneys for the annual period beginning July 1, 1973
and ending June 80, 1974, to pay salaries, other expenses, capi
tal outlay-buildings and improvements, and for other speci
fied purposes of the various agencies of state government;
suspending sections 216.262, 216.292, 216.801(2), and 286.07(9),
F.S.; providing an effective date.
(House amendment attached to original bill)
-and requests the Senate to concur, and in the event the
Senate refuses to concur, requests the President of the Senate to
appoint a Conference Committee to confer with a like com
mittee to be appointed by the Speaker of the House.
Allen Morris, Clerk

The House amendment constituted an entirely new bill and
pursuant to Rule 7.6 was not spread upon the Journal.
On motion by Senator Saunders, the Senate refused to con
.cur in the House amendment to SB 1848, and the request of
the House for a conference committee was granted.
On motion by Senator Myers, the rules were waived and
the Committee on Ways and Means was granted permission to
take up at its meeting this day a committee bill implementing
the Myers Act, the Comprehensive Alcoholism Prevention, Con
trol and Treatment Act.
Senator Sykes moved that the Senate reconsider the vote
by which SB 748 failed to pass this day.
The Honorable Mallory E. Horne, President

May 23, 1978

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Rep
resentatives has passed with amendmentsBy the Committee on CommerceCS for SB 885-A bill to be entitled An act relating to chap
ter 516, Florida Statutes, on certain consumer credit transac
tions; amending sections 516.02, 516.08(1), 516.05(2) (c),
516.11(1), 516.12(2), 516.15, 516.17, 516.18(1), 516.19, 516.20,
and 516.21, and creating sections 516.011, 516.081, 516.281, 516.81, 516.32, 516.83, 516.84, and 516.85, Florida Statutes; renam
ing chapter 516, Florida Statutes, as the "Florida consumer fi
nance act"; providing for an application and investigation fee
increase; providing for investigations outside of the state, and
for an annual report delinquency charge; providing for interest
rates, and charges and computation of such rates and charges,
and for the definition of interest; providing for the amounts
that may be loaned; qualification of managers; providing for
consumers' protection by licensees by prohibiting certain ne
gotiable instruments; cross-collateral; consumer credit coun
.seling and public disclosure; providing for licensees under chap
ter 519, Florida Statutes, to be transferred to chapter 516,
Florida Statutes; providing for severability; repealing sections
516.14 and 516.05(5), Florida Statutes1 and all of chapter 519,
Florida Statutes; providing an effective date.
Amendment 1-0n page 2, strike all after the enacting
clause and insert the following:
Section 1. Section 516.011, Florida Statutes, is created to
read:
516.011 Short title.-Chapter 516 shall hereafter be known,
referred to, and cited as the "Florida consumer finance act."

Section 2.
read:

Section 516.02, Florida Statutes, is amended to

516.02 Loans; rate of interest; license.-No person iihall en
gage in the business of making loans of money, credit, goods
or choses in action in the amount, or to the value of two thou
sand five hundred dollars ($£,500.00)
ft'lift&l'ee tiel-ltl:ff
($600,00) or less, and charge, contract for, or receive a greater
rate of interest than ten percent (10%) per annum therefor,
except as authorized by this chapter and without first obtain
ing a license from the department, or eri:cept as authorized
by other statute of this state ef lle!!:IEiB:g &Be iHM!!:ee,

a
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Section 8. Subsection (1) of section 516.08, Florida Statutes,
is amended to read:
516.03 Application for license; fees; etc.(1) Application.-Application for a license to make_ loans
under this chapter shall be in writing, under oath1 and m the
form prescribed by the department, and shall contam the name,
residence and business addresses of the applicant, and if the ap
plicant is a co-partnership or association, of every member
thereof, and if a corporation, of each officer and director there
of, also the county and municipality with the street and number
or approximate location, where the business is to be conducted
and such further relevant information as the department may
require. At the time of making such application the applicant
shall pay to the department the sum of one hundred seventy
five dollars ($175.00) as an annual license fee for a period ter
minating on the last day of the current calendar year, and a
further fee of two hundred dollars ($200.00) eftO 'h:e.11dHd Elel
lai'e for investigating the application and the applicants.
Section 4. Paragraph (c) of subsection (2) of section 516.05,
Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
516.05 Issuance of license; denial; review; etc.(2) Issuance or denial of license.-If the department shall
find:
(c) That the applicant has available for the operation of
such business at the specified location liquid assets of at least
ten thousand dollars, if the specified location is in a community
of twenty-five thousand or less population, according to the
last United States census, or twenty-five thousand dollars, if
the specified location is in a community of more than twenty
five thousand population, according to said census, it shall
thereupon file its findings of fact in its office and enter an
order granting such application and issue and deliver a license
to the applicant to make loans in accordance with the provisions
of this chapter at the location specified in the said application
(provided that nothing in this chapter shall be construed to pre
vent a licensee from lending to residents of any part of this
state or any other state or country nor to prohibit the making
of loans by mail when authorized by the department). Said li
cense shall remain in full force and effect until surrendered by
the licensee or revoked or suspended as provided by law or as
may be prohibited by the provisions of this chapter. If the de
partment shall not so find, it shall thereupon enter an order
denying such application and notify the applicant of the denial
and return the sum paid as a license fee, retaining the two hun
dred dollars ($200.00) eM 'h:e.11dPed ��Y&Pe investigation fee to
cover the cost of investigating the application. The department
shall apl?rove or deny every a].Jplication for license hereunder
within nmety days from the filing thereof with the said fees.
Section 5. Subsection (1) of section 516.11, Florida Statutes,
is amended to read :
516.11 Investigation by department.(I) Examinations.-For the purpose of discovering viola
tions of this chapter or securing information lawfully required
by it hereunder, the department may at any time investigate
loans and business and examine the books, accounts, records,
and files used therein, of every licensee and of every person who
shall be engaged in the business described in section 516.02,
Florida Statutes. If the department shall have reason to be
lieve that any act or business is being done, or is about to be
done, which is illegal under this chapter, it may make all
examinations and take all steps authorized under this subsec
tion, whether such person shall act or claim to act as principal
or agent, or under or without the authority of this chapter. Any
person who shall advertise for, solicit, or hold himself out as
willing to make loan transactions in the amount or of the value
regulated by this chapter e4; SHE ftY.l'tMeft eeH&l'e ep l-eee, whether
as principal, agent broker, or otherwise shall, for the purposes
of this subsection, toe presumed to be engaged in such business.
For the purposes of this section the department and its duly
designated representatives shall have and be given free access
to the offices and places of business, books, accounts, papers,
records, files, safes, and vault of all such persons whet11,er with
in or without the state. The department and all persons duly
designated by it shall have authority to require the attendance
of witnesses and to examine under oath all persons whomsoever
whose testimony it may require relative to such loans or such
business or to the subject matter of any examinations, investi
gation or hearing.
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Section 6. Subsection (2) of section 516.12, Florida Statutes,
is amended to read:
516.12 Records to be kept by licensee.(2) Annual reports.-Each licensee shall annually on or be
fore the first day of April file a report with the department for
the preceding calendar year. Such report shall give information
with respect to the financial condition of such licensee and shall
include the name and address of the licensee; balance sheets at
the beginning and end of the accounting period; a statement of
income and expense for said period; a schedule of assets used
and useful in the small loan business; an analysis of charges,
size of loans and types of security on loans permitted by this
chapter e4; eHE ffi:tfttH'ee � ep l-eee; an analysis of delin
quent accounts; an analysis of suits, repossessions and s:::les of
chattels and such other relevant information as the department
may reasonably require concerning the business and operations
during the preceding calendar year of each licensed place of
business conducted by such licensee within the state. Such report
shall be made under oath and shall be in the form prescribed by
the department who shall make and publish annually an analy
sis and recapitulation of such reports. Should said annual re
port not be filed on or before the first day of April of each
year, the licensee shall pay a penalty of five dollars ($5.00)
per day for each day of delinquency; provided that, upon ap
plication to the department made prior to said date, the de
partment may, for good cause shown, extend such filing date
for a reasonable period of time without such penalty.

Section 7. Section 516.031, Florida Statutes, is created to
read:
516.081

Finance charge; maximum rates.-

(1) Interest rates.-Every licensee may lend any sum of
money not exceeding two thousand five hundred dollars
($2,500.00). A licensee may not take a security interest secured
by land on any loan less than five hundred dollars ($500.00).
The licensee may charge, contract for, and receive thereon,
interest charges as provided and authorized by this section. The
maximum interest rate shall be thirty percent (80%) per one
hundred dollars ($100.00) per annum computed on the first
three hundred dollars ($800.00) of the principal amount as
computed from time to time, twenty-four percent (24%) per one
hundred dollars ($100.00) per annum on that part of the prin
cipal amount as computed from time to time exceeding three
hundred dollars ($800.00) and not exceeding sill; hundred dollars
($600.00) and sixteen percent (16%) per one hundred dollars
($100.00) per annum on that part of the principal amount as
computed from time to time exceeding siil; hundred dollars
($600.00). The original principal amount as used in this section
shall be the same amount as the amount financed as defined by
the federal truth-in-lending act and regulation Z of the board
of governors of the federal reserve system.
(2) Delinquent accounts.-A licensee may, if agreed to in
writing, contract for, impose and collect a delinquent charge of
five cents ($.05) per dollar for each, full dollar of an install
ment which is delinquent for ten (10) or more days, which
charge may be imposed only once on each delinquent install
ment. A charge under this subsection shall be in lieu of all
other delinquent or deferral charges.
(3) Any sums called for in subsection (8) above not imposed
on the amount prior to the time at which the next installment
would be due shall be deemed waived.
(4) Annual percentage rate under federal truth-in-lending
act.-The annual percentage rate of finance charge which may
be contracted for and received under any loan contract made by
a licensee under this chapter shall equal but may not exceed
the annual percentage rate which must be computed and dis
closed as required by the federal truth-in-lending act and regula
tion Z of the board of governors of the federal reserve system.
When the contract is paid according to schedule, the finance
charge earned by the annual percentage rate maY. equal but
shall not exceed the maximum add-on charge permitted by this
section. When the annual percentage rate is contracted for and
received in lieu of- the adcl-on charge authorized by this section,
the annual percentage shall be computed on actual unpaid prin
cipal balances of the loan for the time actually outstanding until
the loan contr,.,,ct is fully paid. The maximum annual per
centage rate of finance charge which may be contract
ed for and rl!lceived is twelve (lf) times the maximum
monthly rate 11,nd the maximum annual rate shall be com,.
puted on the basis of one-twelfth (1/12) of the annual rate for
each full month. The department shall by regulation establish
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the rate for each day in a fraction of a month when the period
for which the charge is computed is more or less than one (1)
month.
(5) Other charges.-In addition to the interest and insur
ance charges herein provided for, no further or other charges
or amount whatsoever for any examination, service, brokerage,
commission or other thing or otherwise shall be directly or in
directly charged, contracted for or received, except the docu
mentary excise tax and lawful fees, if any, actually and neces
sarily paid out by the licensee to any public officer for filing
or recording or releasing in any public office, any instrument
securing the loan, which fees may be collected when the loan is
made or at any time thereafter, or actual and reasonable attor
ney fees as determined by the court in which suit is filed and
court costs, including actual and reasonable expenses of repos
session, storing and selling of any propertv pledged as security,
as determined by the court in which suit is filed. If interest or
charges in excess of those permitted by this chapter shall be
charged, contracted for or received, the contract or loan shall
be void and the licensee shall have no right to collect or receive
any remaining principal, interest or charges whatsoever. In
the event of a bona fide error, the licensee shall refund or cre
dit the borrower with the amount of such overcharge within
five (5) days of the discovery of such error.
(6) Divided loans.-No licensee shall induce or permit any
borrower to split up or divide any loan. No licensee shall induce
or permit any person, or any husband and wife, jointly or
severally, to become obligated to him, directly or contingently or
both, under more than one (1) contract of loan at the same
time, for the purpose or with the result of obtaining a greater
finance charge than would otherwise be permitted by this
section.

Section 8.
read:

Section 516.17, Florida Statutes, is amended to

516.17 Assignment of wages, etc., given to secure loans.
No assignment of or order for the payment of any salary,
wages1 commissions or other compensation for services, earned
or to oe earned, given to secure any such loans shall be valid.
tiftleee tfte &fi't&QM ff &1:}eft � ie pftffi 4;e tfte Beff&weP eim-1:H
�ee11ely wi-� M ll§eeu�ieR l ft&P Sft&ll: � eeeigmneR� e!'
eMe'P; &P � eMttel -tgege e!' � ti(ffi &ft 1!:eueebelti
�1i':H'e � i-ft tfte \leeeeeeieft lfflEi 'li8e ff tfte e&PP&weP
¥&He tiftleee N
if". � eigBee tB pei'!!&ft � tfte e&ff&Wei't
e!'; H tfte Be-Pr.- ¥.3 ffiQPPiea, � i4; Be eigfteti H!: � �
� ffiit!Bftftti &ftti � ppe'fitieti, � � eeeeftt ff &
6f)&ee& fift&II � l,,e PBEfl:!iPea Wfteft ftUBS!l:ft8 B-fte WHe ft&% &eeft
li¥iftg eeJl&i'&te &ftti � *P a � ff ei � fi¥e M&Mft!!
iH'fflP 4;e &1:left QBBig'IHUefti, &PeeP; �ge ff Heft,
Section 9. Subsection (1) of section 516.18, Florida Statutes,
is amended to read:

ee

ee

516.18 Rate of interest or consideration.(1) No person engaged in the business of making loans
of money, except as authorized by this chapter or other stat
ute of this state, shall directly or indirectly charge, contract
for or receive any interest or consideration greater than ten
percent (10%) per annum upon the loan, use or forbearance
of money, goods or things in action, or upon the loan or use
of credit, of the amount of value of two thousand five hun
dred dollars ($2,500.00) ei-:ie l!:uftaPeti Mlle'!'e or less.
Section 10.
to read:

Section 516.20, Florida Statutes, is ·amended

516.20 Interest defined.-

(1) Any profit or advantage of any kind whatsoever that
any licensee may contract for, collect, receive or in anywise
obtain by a collateral sale, purchase, or agreement. in connec
tion with any loan regulated by this chapter ff ei:JE MMPee
MJ..le'!'e e!' :ieee shall be deemed to be interest or consideration
for the purposes of regulation under this chapter. Such trans
actions shall be governed by and subject to the provisions of
this chapter, except commissions received as a person licensed
by the department of insurance on insurance written as herein
after permitted, shall be deemed to be interest or consideration
for the purposes of regulation under this chapter. However,
security consisting of tangible property offered as security
may be reasonably insured against loss for a reasonable term,
considering- the circumstances of the loan. and such insurance
shall not be deemed such collateral sale, purchase, or agreement
when the Policy is payable to the borrower or any mi>mber
of his family, even though the customary mortgagee clause
is attached or the licensee is a coassured; provided, that such
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insurance is sold at standard rates through a person duly
licensed by the department of insurance.
(2) No licensee shall enter into any contract for a loan
under this chapter for six hundred dollars ($600.00) or less
which provides for scheduled repayment of principal more
than twenty four (24) months and fifteen (15) days from
the date the loan is made, nor enter into any contract for
a loan under this chapter for more than six hundred dollars
($600.00) which provides for scheduled repayment of principal
more than thirty six (86) months and fifteen (15) days from
the date the loan is made.

Section 11. Section 516.21, Florida Statutes, is amended to
read:
516.21 Restriction of borrower's indebtedness.-No licensee
shall directly or indirectly charge, contract for, or receive any
interest, discount, or consideration greater than ten perrent
(10%) per annum upon any loan, or upon any part or all of
any aggregate lnan indebtedness of the same borrower, of
the amount of more than two thousand five hundred dollars
($2,500) siil! �Petl tlelleFe. The foregoing prohibition shall
also apply to any licensee who permits any person, as borrower
or as endorser, guarantor, or surety for any borrower, or
otherwise, or any husband and wife jointly or severally, to
owe directly or contingently or both to the licensee at any
time a sum of more than two thousand five hundred dollarlf
($2,500.00) siil! 1'lune:Peti Mlle'!'e for principal; provided, how
ever, that if the proceeds of any loan of two thousand five hun
dred dollars ($2,500.00) ei* MMFee � or less are used
to discharge a pre-existing debt of the borrower for goods
or services owed directly to the person who provided such
goods or services, the licensee may accept from such person
a guaranty of payment of the principal of such loan with
interest at a rate not exceeding ten percent (10%) per annum
and the acceptance of one (1) or more such guaranties in any
aggregate amount shall not affect the rights of such licensee
to make the charges against the nrimary borroweT authori?:ed
by section 516.081 �. Florida Statutes, nor shall the limita
tion apply to the isolated acquisition directly or indirectly by
purchase or by discount of bona fide obligations of a borrower.
Provided. however, in the Pvent. a lirensee shall make a bnna
fide purchase of substantially all of the loans made under this
chapter, from another licensee, or other lender not affiliated
with the purchaser and such licensee or other lender shall
have an existing loan outstanding to one (1) or more of the
borrowers whose loans are purchased, such licensee makin"'
such purchase shall be entitled to liquidate and collect th;
balances due on such loans, including all lawful charges and
interest at the rates or amounts agreed upon in such loan
contracts.
Section 12. Sections 516.231, 516.31, 516.32, 516.33, 516.34 '
516.35 and 516.36 are created to read:
516.281 Appointment of managers: qualifications.-Upon
application for an original or renewal license, each applicant or
licensee shall designate or appoint a manager for each location
to be licensed. Each such manager shall have been emplo?Jed by a
licensee unde1· this chapter or under chapter 519, Florida Stat
utes, or by a subsidiary, affiliate, parent, or partner of the li
censee for a total period of at least twelve (12) months or shall
have successfull?J passed an examination balled on the law and
provisions of this chapter or chapter 519, Florida Statutes, and
rules and regulations thereunder. The foregoing requirement
shall not apply to any person emplo11ed as such principal man
ager by a licensee on the effective date of this provision.
516.81 Consumer protection: certain nenotiable instruments
restricted: assigns sub.feet to defenses,· limitation on deficiency
claims: cross collateral.
(1) Scope.-This section shall uppl11 to every consumer credit
transaction and contract in which any form of credit is ex
tended to an individual to purchase or obtain goods or services
for use primarily for personal, family or household purposes.
(2) Restriction on certain negotiable instruments and in
stallment contracts.-A holder or assignee of any negotiable
instrument or installment contract, other than a currently dated
check, which originated from the purchase of certain consumer
goods or services, is subject to all claims and defenses of the
consumer debtor against the seller of those consumer goods or
services. A person's liability under this section may not exceed
the amount owing to the person when the claim or defense is
asserted against the person.
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(8) Limitations on deficiency claims.-!/ a credit01' takes
possession of property which was collateral under a consumer
credit transaction, the consumer shall not be personally liable
to the creditor for any unpaid balance of the obligation unless
the unpaid balance of the consumer's obligation at the time of
default was $!WOO or more the creditor shall be entitled to re
cover from the consumer the deficiency, if any, resulting from
deducting the fair market value of the collateral from the un
paid balance due. In a proceeding for a deficiency the fair
market value of the collateral shall be a question for the trier
of fact. Periodically published trade estimates of the retail
value of goods shall, to the extent they are recognized in the
particular trade or business, be presumed to be the fair market
value of the collateral.
(4) Cross-collateral.-!/ debts arising from two (B) or more
retail installment sales or other credit contracts with individual
consumers are secured b'J/ more than one (1) security interest
or consolidated into one (1) debt payable on a single schedule of
payments and the debt is secured by security interests taken
with respect to one (1) or more of the sales, payments received
by the seller are deemed, for the purpose of determining the
amount of the debt secured by the various security instruments,
to have been first applied to the payment of the debt arising
from the sale first made. To the extent debts are paid according
to this section, security interests in items of property terminate
as the debt originally incurred with respect to each item is paid.
Payments received by the seller or holder upon a revolving ac
count are deemed, for the purpose of determining the amount of
the debt secured by' the various security interests, to have been
applied first to the payment of finance charges in the order of
their entry to the account and then to the payment of debts in
the order in which the entries to the account showing the debts
we1·e made. If the debts consolidated arose from two (B) or more
credit sales or other credit contracts with an individual which
were made on the same day, payments received by the seller or
holder are deemed, for the purpose of determining the amount
of the debt secured by the various security interests, to have
been applied first to the payment of the smallest debt.
(5) Purchasers of retail installment contracts must be li
censed under chapter 5BO, Florida Statutes.-A licensee under
the consumer finance act who purchases or holds retail install
ment contracts as defined in section 5B0.81, Florida Statutes, in
Florida shall also be licensed under chapter 5B0 as an install
ment sales finance act licensee.
(6) Waiver by the buyer of any provisions in this section
shall be void and unenforceable as contrary to public policy.
516.8B Consumer credit counseling.-The department shall be
responsible for promoting a consumer credit counseling service
for the purpose of promoting and helping establish consumer
credit counseling services for individuals in areas where a need
has been established. The purpose of the consumer credit coun
seling service shall be to:
(1) Assist and educate individual consumers as to money
management.
(B) Assist individual consumers in consolidating obligations
when a situation exists where the individual consumer is in need
of such assistance; and
(8) Work with consumer credit grantors in an effort to es
tablish better relations with the individual consumer and with ·
state and federal regulatory agencies.
516.88 Public disclosures.-All findings of facts and orders
filed with the department shall be a public record.
516.84 Transfer of chapter 519, Florida Statutes, licenses.
All persons holding licenses under chapter 519, Florida Stat
utes, on the effective date of this act shall become licensees
under chapter 516 Florida Statutes, and such 519, Florida Stat
utes, licenses shazl be re-issued by the department showing their
new designation as chapter 516, Florida Statutes.
516.85 Credit insurance must comply with credit insurance
act.--Credit life and disability insurance which is provided at
the expense of borrowers must be provided only under a group
or individual insurance policy which complies with sections 6£7.676 through 6B7.688 and 6B7.685, Florida Statutes, and lawful
regulations thereunder. The cost of credit life and disability
insurance which is paid by borrowers shall be deducted from
the principal amount of the loan and shall be disclosed on the
statement requirt1d by section 516.15(1), Florida Statutes, or a
combined note and disclosure statement required by federal
truth in lending act.
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516.86 Monthly_ installment requirement.-Every loan made
pursuant to this chapter shall be repaid in monthly installments
as nearly equal as mathematically practicable.
Section 13. Subsection (1) of section 616.16 and section
616.19, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
616.15

Duties of licensee.-Every licensee shall:

(1) Deliver to the borrower at the time a loan is made a
statement in the English language showing in clear and distinct
terms the amount and date of the loan and of its maturity, the
nature of the security, if any, for the loan, the name and ad
dress of the borrower and of the licensee, and the rate of in
terest charged. Upon such statement there shall be printed in
English a copy of §516.081 i--1-i.±4.
616.19 Penalty for violations.-Any person who shall violate
any of the provisions of §616.02, §616.09, §616.13, �
§516.081 or §616.18 shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of the
second degree, punishable as provided in §775.082 or §776.083.
Section 14. Severability.-If any provision of this act shall
be held to be unconstitutional, the remaining provisions shall
not be affected thereby. The legislature hereby declares that it
would have enacted the remaining provisions of this act if it
had known of the invalidity of any provision hereafter held to
be unconstitutional.
Section 16. Repeal.-Section 516.14 and subsection (6) of
section 616.05, Florida Statutes, and all of chapter 619, Florida
Statutes, consisting of sections 619.01, 619.02, 619.03, 619.04,
619.06, 619.06, 619.07, 619.08, 619.09, 619.10, 619.11, 619.12, 619.13, 619.14, 619.16, 619.17, 619.18, and 619.19, are hereby repealed.
Section 16.

This act shall take effect October 1, 1973.

Amendment 2-On page 1, strike the entire title and insert
the following:
A bill to be entitled An act relating to certain consumer
credit transactions; amending sections 616.02, 616.08(1), 616.06
(2)(c), 616.11(1), 616.12(2), 616.16, 616.17, 616.18(1), 616.19,
616.20, and 616.21, and creating sections 616.011, 616.081, 616.281, 616.81, 616.32, 616.33, 616.34, 616.85 and 616.361 Florida
Statutes; renaming chapter 616, Florida Statutes, as tne "Flor
ida consumer finance act"; providing for an application and
investigation fee increase; providing for investigations outside
of the state, and for an annual report delinquency charge; pro
viding for interest rates, and char¥es and computation of such
rates and charges., and for the definition of interest; providing
for the amounts tnat may be loaned; qualification of mana�ers;
providing for consumers' protection by licensees by _prohibiting
certain negotiable instruments; providing for monthly install
ments; cross-collateral; providing for purchasers of retail in
stallment contracts to be licensed under chapter 620, Florida
Statutes; consumer credit counseling and public disclosure; pro
viding for licensees under chapter 619, Florida Statutes, to be
transferred to chapter 616, Florida Statutes, providing for
severability; repeahng sections 616.14 and 616.06(6), Florida
Statutes, and all of chapter 619, Florida Statutes, providing an
effective date.
-and requests the concurrence of the Senate therein.
Allen Morris, Clerk
On motion by Senator Barron the following amendment to
House Amendment 1 was adopted:
Amendment la-On page 16, between lines 17 and 18 insert:
Section 616.87 is created to read:
516.87 Transactions governed.-Nothing in Chapter 616 shall
apply to any transaction, contract or loan other than one in
volving an extension of credit by a licensee as defined in
Chapter 616.
On motion by Senator Barron the following amendment to
House Amendment 1 was adopted:
Amendment lb-On page 6, line 21, strike"shall" and insert:
may
On motion by Senator Barron the following amendment to
House Amendment 1 was adopted:
Amendment le-On page 6, line 14, after the"." insert: Pay
ments shall be applied first to current installments, then to
past-due installments, and then to delinquency charges, if any.
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On motion by Senator Barron the following amendment to
House Amendment 1 was adopted:
Amendment ld-On pages 6 and 7, line 25, strike the
sentence beginning with the words "when the contract is paid
____ ," and thereafter through the word "paid." on line 4 of
page 7.
On motion by Senator Henderson the following amendment
to House Amendment 1 was adopted:
Amendment le-On page 5, lines 19 and 20 strike "five
hundred dollars ($600)" and insert: one thousand dollars
($1000)
On motions by Senator Barron, the Senate concurred in
House amendment 1 as amended and in House Amendment 2
to CS for SB 835.
The action of the Senate was certified to the House.
On motion by Senator Poston,. HB 1982 was withdrawn from
the Committee on Transportation and by two-thirds vote was
placed on the consent calendar for May 25.
SPECIAL ORDER
The Senate resumedCS for HB 734-A bill to be entitled An act relating to edu
cation· establishing a new formula for distribution of minimum
found�tion program funds; providing for supplements thereto,
providing for the required local effort, providing for cate
gorical program funds; providing for suppleme1;tal program
funds· establishing a new transportation funding formula;
estabiishing a management information system; establishing a
hold harmless provision; establishing a capital outlay program
to finance K-12 public school construction; determining need;
assuming local bonded indebtedness; providing a formula for
allocating funds; providing for lease or lea�e:purchase. a_gree
ments· requiring relocatable structures; prov1dmg for m1mmum
stand;rds for construction; providing an effective date.
On motion by Senator Williams the following amendment
to Amendment 1 was adopted:
Amendment la-On page 28, strike Section 28 an_d in
sert: Sections 3, 5, 6, 9, 18, 24, 251 26, an� 27 of th�s act
shall take effect July 1, 1973 and tne remainder of this act
shall become effective July 1, 1974.
On motion by Senator Williams the following amendment
to Amendment 1 was adopted:
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By Senator SaundersSB 1354-A bill to be entitled An act relating to Levy
County; increasing the fee of auto tag agents in the City
of Chiefland and in the City of Williston on tag applica
tions; providing an effective date.
-was read the first time by title and referred to the
Committee on Rules and Calendar.
By Senator VogtSB 1355-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the City
of Rockledge; amending Article III, Section 2, Chapter
11094, Laws of Florida, 1971, providing that the mayor shall
preside at council meetings instead of the chairman of the
city council; designating officers to preside at council meet
ings in the absence of the mayor and other officers; providing a
referendum; and providing for an effective date.
Evidence of notice and publication was
established by the Senate as to SB 1355.
-was read the first time by title and referred to the Com
·mittee on Rules and Calendar.
By Senator DeebSB 1356-A bill to be entitled An act relating to Pinellas
County; providing for the repeal of chapter 71-857, Laws of
Florida; providing for the issuance of countywide occupational
licenses; providing for their sale by the county tax collector;
establishing fees to be chargedi providing for the distribution
to the county and municipalities of proceeds received on a
pro rata formula basis and for a year-to-year revision of
such formula; providing for the invalidity of license when
failing to properly register; providing for penalties and revo
cation of said license if obtained by fraudulent or misleading
information or engaging in fraudulent business practices; pro
viding for delinquency penalties and half-year fees; estab
lishing the Pinellas County Construction Licensing Board;
providing definitions; providing for membership terms, powers,
duties, jurisdiction and functions of the board; providing for
fees; providing for examination committees, and the member
ship and duties of such committees; providini for the clas
sification, registration, examination and certification of con
tractors; providing for the registration and certification of
contracting partnerships, corporations or other legal entities;
designating prohibited activities; providing for disciplinary
action by the board; providing penalties, providing exemptions;
providing an effective date.
Evidence of notice and publication was
established by the Senate as to SB 1356.
-was read the first time by title and referred to the Com
mittee on Rules and Calendar.

Amendment lb-On page 24, strike Section 18 in its en
tirety and insert: Section 18. Section 236.05, 1972 Supplement
to Florida Statutes, is repealed.

On motion by Sehator Scarborough, HB 1289 was withdrawn
from the Committee on Judiciary by two-thirds vote and placed
on the Calendar.

On motion by Senator Williams, further consideration of
CS for HB 734 as amended was deferred.

On motion by Senator Myers, HB 1911 was witp.drawn from
the Committee on Judiciary by two-thirds vote and placed on
the Calendar.

On motion by Senator Deeb, the rules were waived and the
Senate reverted toINTRODUCTION
By Senator GlissonSB 1353-A bill to be entitled An act relating to Lake
County; amending §8(d) of chapter 67-1607, Laws. of Florida,
as amended by §1 of chapter 72-586, Laws of Florida; author
izing the board of county commissioners to issue a certifi
cate of competency; providing an effective date.
Evidence of notice and publication was
established by the Senate as to SB 1353.
-was read the first time by title and referred to the Com
mittee on Rules and Calendar.

The Senate resumed
SPECIAL ORDER
On motion by Senator Firestone, unanimous consent was ob
tained to take up SB 1312 out of order, together with:
By the Committee on EducationCS for SB 1312-A bill to be entitled An act relating to public
colleges; adding paragraph (g) to subsection (1) of section
246.021, Florida Statutes; providing certain schools will be
considered colleges.
-which was read the first time by title and SB 1312 was
laid on the table.
On motions by Senator Firestone, by two-thirds vote CS for
SB 1312 was read the second time by title and by two-thirds
vote was read the third time by title, passed and certified to
the House. The vote was:
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So the bill passed, as amended.
Mr. Hartnett moved to reconsider the vote by which the bill
passed and leave the motion pending.
Mr. Gautier moved that the rules be waived and the motion
to reconsider be taken up instanter, which was not agreed to by
two-thirds vote and the motion to reconsider was left pending.
Announcement
The Speaker announced that, except for previously scheduled
meetings and those deemed essential by the Speaker, the
House will cancel all Standing Committee meetings for the
remainder of the Session, save the Committees on Appropria
tions, Rules & Calendar, and Community Affairs.
THE SPEAKER PRO TEMPORE IN THE CHAIR
CS for SB 835-A bill to be entitled An act relating to
chapter 616, Florida Statutes, on certain consumer credit trans
actions; amending sections 516.02, 516.03(1), 516.06(2) (c), 616.11(1), 516.12(2), 516.15, 516.17, 616.18(1), 516.19, 616.20, and
516.21, and creating sections 516.011, 516.081, 616.281, 516.81,
516.82, 516.8l!t 516.84, and 516.85, Florida Statutes; renaming
chapter 516, .1.'·lorida Statutes, as the "Florida consumer finance
act"; providing for an application and investigation fee in
crease; providing for investigations outside of the state, and
for an annual report delinquency charge; providing for interest
rates, and charges and computation of such rates and charges,
and for the definition of interest; providing for the amounts
that may be loaned; qualification of managers; providing for
consumers' protection by licensees by prohibiting certain ne
gotiable instruments; cross-collateral; consumer credit coun
seling and public disclosure; providing for licensees under
chapter 519, Florida Statutes, to be transferred to chapter 516,
Florida Statutes; J>roviding for severability; repealing sections
516.14 and 516.05(5), Florida Statutes, and all of chapter 519,
Florida Statutes; providing an effective date.
-was taken up and read the second time by title.
The Committee on Finance & Taxation offered the following
amendment:
Amendment 1-On page 14, line 6, strike through line 11
on page 15 and insert: 516.81 Consumer protection: certain
negotiable instruments restricted; assigns subject to defenses;
limitation on deficiency claims; cross collateral.
(1) Scope.-This section shall apply to every consumer credit
transaction and contract in which any form of credit is ex
tended to an individual to purchase or obtain goods or services
for use primarily for personal, family or household purposes.
(2) Restriction on certain negotiable instruments and install
ment contracts.-A holder or assignee of any negotiable in
strument or installment contract, other than a currently dated
check, which originated from the purchase of certain consumer
goods or services, is subject to all claims and defenses of the
consumer debtor against the seller of those consumer goods or
services. A person's liability under this section may not exceed
the amount owing to the person when the claim or defense is
asserted against the person.
(8) Limitations on deficiency claims.-If a creditor takes
possession of property which was collateral under a consumer
credit transaction, the consumer shall not be personally liable
to the creditor for any unpaid balance of the obligation unless
the unpaid balance was two thousand dollars ($2,000.00) or
more at the time of default. If the unpaid balance of the con
sumer's obligation at the time of default was two thousand
dollars ($2,000.00) or more, the .creditor shall be entitled to
recover from the consumer the deficiency, if any, resulting
from deducting the fair market value of the collateral from
the unpaid balance due. In a proceeding for a deficiency the
fair market value of the collateral shall be a question for the
trier of fact. Periodically published trade estimates of the re
tail value of goods shall, to the extent they are recognized
in the particular trade or ).lusiness, b,e presumed to be the fair
market value of the collateral.
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Mr. Forbes moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
The Committee on Finance & Taxation offered the following
amendment:
Amendment 2-On page 6, line 15, strike all of Section 7 and
insert: 516.081 Finance charge; maximum rates.(1) Every licensee may lend any sum of money not exceed
ing two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500.00) on such
security, if any, satisfactory to both the borrower and the
licensee. A licensee may not take a security interest secured
by land on any loan less than one thousand dollars ($1,000.00),
The licensee may charf:e, contract for, and receive thereon, the
finance charge (including interest) as provided and authorized
by this section.
(2) The loan finance charge, calculated according to the
actuarial method, may not exceed the equivalent of the greater
of either of the following:
The total of:
Thirty percent (80%) per year on that part of the unpaid
balances of the principal which is three hundred dollars ($800.00) or less:
Twenty-four percent (24%) per year on that part of tlie
unpaid balances of the principal which is more than three
hundred dollars ($800.00) but does not exceed six hundred
dollars ($600.00); and
eighteen percent (18%) per year on that part of the unpaid
balances of the principal which is more than six hundred
dollars ($60Q.OO).
The original principal amount as used in this section shall be
the same amount as the amount financed as defined by the
federal truth-in-lending act and ree;ulation Z of the board of
governors of the federal reserve system.
(8) This section does not limit or restrict the manner of con
tracting for the loan finance charge. whether by wav of Add-on,
discount, or otherwise, so long as the rate of the loan finance
charge does not exceed that permitted by this section.
If the loan is precomputed,
(a) The loan finance charge may be calculated on the as
sumption that all scheduled payments will be made when due,
and
(b) The effect of prepayment is governed by the provisions
on rebate upon prepayment. The rebate shall be that proportion
of the original add-on charge which the sum of the monthly
balances scheduled to follow such nrepavm•mt in fulL.bears
to the sum of all the monthly balances, both sums to be de
termined according to the payment schedule originally contracted for.
(4) The term of a loan for the purposes of this section com
mences on the date the loan is made. Differences in the
lengths of months are disregarded and a day may be counted
as one thirtieth (1130th) of a month. Subject to classifirations
and differentiations the lender may reasonably establish, a
part of a month in excess of 15 days may be treated as a full
month if periods of 15 days or less are disregarded and that
procedure is not consistently used to obtain a greater yield
than would otherwise be p_ermitted.
(5) Delinquent accounts.-A licensee may, if agreed to in
writing, contract for, impose and collect a delinquent charge
of five cents ($.05) per dollar for each full dollar of an in
stallment which is delinquent for ten (10) or more days, which
charge may be imposed only once on each delinquent install
ment. A charge under this subsection shall be -in --lieu of· all
other delinquent or deferral charges.
(6) Deferred payment.-If payment of all unpaid install
ments on which no delinquent charges have· been charged and
collected is deferred one (1) or more full months, the licensee
may charge and collect an amount which shall be equal to the
difference between the ·rebate that would be required for pre
payment in full as of the scheduled due date of the first de�
ferred installment and the rebate which would be required for
prepayment in full as of one (1) month prior to such date,
multiplied by the sum of the number of .months in which �no
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Tittle
scheduled payment has been made and in which no payment Hodes
McPherson
Rude
Tobiassen
is to be required by reason of the deferment. Such charge may James
Miller
Ryals
Sackett
Tolton
Moudry
be collected at the time of deferment or may be collected at Kershaw
Kiser
Savage
Nelson
any time thereafter.
Tucker
Kutun
Turlington
Nuckolls
Shreve
(7) Annual percentage rate under federal truth-in-lending Lewis
Singleton, C. A. Webb
Ogden
act.-The annual percentage rate of finance charge which may Libertore
Sin1leton, M. L. Whitson
Papy
be contracted for and received under any loan contract made by Lockward
Smith
Wilson
Price
a licensee under this chapter shall equal but may not exceed Malloy
Snowden
Randell
Young
the annual percentage rate which must be computed and dis Martinez
Spicola
Reynolds
closed as required by the federal truth-in-lending act and Matthews
Steinberg
Richmond
regulation Z of the board of governors of the federal reserve McDonald
Robinson, A. S. Thomas, P.
system. When the contract is paid according to schedule, the
. finance charge earned by the annual percentage rate may
equal but shall not exceed the finance charges permitted by Nays-SO
this section. When the annual percentage rate is contracted Baumgartner Danahy
Poorbaugh
Hutto
for and received in lieu of the finance charges otherwise au Becker
Redman
Dixon
Jones
thorized by this section, the annual percentage shall be com Clark,J. R.
Grizzle
Langley
Rish
puted on actual unpaid principal balances of the loan for the Clem
Grosse
Thomas,J. C.
MacKay
time actually outstanding until the loan contract is fully paid. Conway
Hair
Tubbs
Mattox
The maximum annual percentage rate of finance charge which Crabtree
Williams
Harris
Mixson
may be contracted for and received is twelve (12) times the Crenshaw
Hartnett
Peaden
maximum monthly rate and the maximum annual rate shall be Culbreath
Poole
Hodges
computed on the basis o:f one-twelfth (1/12) of the annual rate·
for each full month. The department shall by regulation es
The question recurred on the adoption of Amendment 2,
tablish the rate for each day in a fraction of a month when
the period for which the charge is computed is more or less which was adopted.
than one (1) month.
Mr. Harllee m.oved that the House reconsider the vote by
(8) Other charges.-In addition to the interest and insurance
charges herein provided for, no further or other charges or which Amendment 2 was adopted, which was agreed to.
amount whatsoever for any examination, service, brokerage,
The question recurred on the adoption of the amendment.
commission or other thing or otherwise shall be directly or
indirectly charged, contracted for or received, except the docu Without objection, further consideration of Amendment 2 was
temporarily
deferred. Subsequently, the amendment was aban
mentary excise tax and lawful fees, if any, actually and nec
essarily paid out by the licensee to any public officer for filing doned.
or recording or releasing in any public office, any instrument
securing the loan, which fees may be collected when the loan
Representative Hartnett offered the following amendment:
is made or at any time thereafter, or actual and reasonable
attorney fees as determined by the court in which suit is filed
Amendment 3-On page 10, line 9, insert after "section":
and court costs, including actual and reasonable expenses of re (7) Application of paymentspossession, storing and selling of any property pledged as
(a) Payments received by the licensee shall be applied first
security, as determined by the court in which suit is filed. If
interest or charges in excess of those permitted by this chap to reduce the prinicipal amount on which the higher rate of
ter shall be charged, contracted for or received, except as interest is computed on a loan contract authorized under
the result of a bona fide error, the contract or loan shall be this chapter. The principal amount on which the higher rate
void and the licensee shall have no right to collect or receive of interest is computed shall be reduced to zero before any
any remaining principal, interest or charges whatsoever. In payment shall be applied to the portion of the loan on which the
the event of a bona fide error, the licensee shall refund or lower rate of interest is computed.
credit the borrower with the amount of such overcharge within
(b) When all of the principal amount on which the higher
five (5) days of the discovery of such error.
rate of interest is computed has been paid, the remaining
(9) Divided loans.-No licensee shall induce or permit any amount subject to a lower interest charge shall not be made
borrower to split up or divide any loan. No licensee shall in subject to a higher interest rate on any subseQuent loan or
duce or permit any person, or any husband and wife, jointly refinancing agreement. If the principal amount subject to the
or severally, to become obligated to him, directly or contin higher interest rate has not been fully paid, then such amount
gently or both, under more than one (1) contract of loan at shall be included in the principal amount subject to a higher
the same time, for the purpose or with the result of obtaining interest rate on any subsequent loan or refinancing.
a greater finance charge than would otherwise be permitted by
Mr. Hartnett moved the ado-Ption of the amendment. Pend
this section.
ing consideration thereof, without objection, the amendment
was
withdrawn.
Mr. Forbes moved the adoption of the amendment. Pending
consideration thereofRepresentative MacKay offered the following amendment:
Representative Clem offered the following amendment to
Amendment 4-strike all after the enacting clause and insert:
the amendment:
Section 1. Section 516.011, Florida Statutes, is created to
Amendment 1 to Amendment 2-On -page 2, line 5. strike read:
"eighteen percent (18%)" and insert: ten percent (10%)
516.011 Short title.-Chapter 516 shall hereafter be known,
Mr. Clem moved the adoption of the amendment to the referred
to, and cited as the "Florida consumer finance act."
amendment. Pending consideration thereofSection 2. Section 516.02, Florida Statutes, is amended to
On motion by Mr. Ogden, the amendment to the amendment read:
was laid on the table. The vote was:
516.02 Loans; rate of interest; license.-No person shall
engage in the business of making loans of money, credit, goods
or
choses in action in the amount, or to the value of two
Yeas-77
thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500.00) eHE MIM� d�
The Chair
Carlucci
Dyer
Gibson
�� or less, and charge, contract for, or receive a greater
Andrews
Earle
Cherry
Gordon
rate of interest than ten percent (10%) per annum therefor,
Avon
Clark, David
Gorman
Easley
except as authorized by this chapter and without first obtaining
Bass
Clark, Dick
Fechtel
Haben
a license from the department, or except as authorized by other
Birchfield
Hagan
Cohen
Fontana
statute of this state el �g·efM! fiHe.ftee.
Blackburn
Forbes
Harllee
Crane
Section 3. Subsection (1) of section 516.03, Florida Statutes,
Boyd
Hazelton
Cunningham
Fortune
is amended to read:
Brown
Hector
Foster
Dubbin
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Application for license; fees; etc.-

(1) Application.-Application for a license to make loans
under this chapter shall be in writing, under oath, and in the
form prescribed by the department, and shall contain the name
residence and business addresses of the applicant, and if th�
applicant is a co-partnership or association, of every member
thereof, and if a corporation, of each officer and director there
of, also the county and municipality with the street and number
or approximate location, where the business is to be conducted
and such further relevant information as the department may
require. At the time of making such application the applicant
shall pay to the department the sum of one hundred seventy
five dollars ($175.00) as an annual license fee for a period
terminating on the last day of the current calendar year, and
a further fee of two hundred dollars ($200.00) &Be fi� �
lepe for investigating the application and the applicants.
Section 4. Paragraph (c) of subsection (2) of section 516.05,
Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
516.05 Issuance of license; denial; review; etc.(2) Issuance or denial of license.-If the department shall
find:
(c) That' the applicant has available for the operation of
such business at the specified location liquid assets of at least
ten thousand dollars, if the specified location is in a community
of J;wenty-five thousand or less pop_ulation, according to the last
United States census, or twenty-five thousand dollars if the
specified location is in a community of more than twe'nty-five
thousand population, according to said census, it shall there
upon file its findings of fact in its office and enter an order
granting such application and issue and deliver a license to the
applicant to make loans in accordance with the provisions of
this chapter at the location specified in the said application
(provided that nothing in this chapter shall be construed to
prevent a licensee from lending to residents of any part of this
state or any other state or county nor to prohibit the making
of loans by mail when authorized by the department). Said li
cense shall remain in full force and effect until surrendered
by the licensee or revoked or suspended as provided by law or
as may be prohibited by the provisions of this chapter. If the
department shall not so find, it shall thereupon enter an order
denying such application and notify the applicant of the denial
and return the sum paid as a license fee, retaining the two hun
dred dollars ($200.00) eM fiti!:di'eEl fl�ff investigation fee to
cover the cost of investigating the application. The department
shall approve or deny every application for license hereunder
within ninety days from the filing thereof with the said fees.
Section 5. Subsection (1) of section 516.11, Florida Stat
utes, is amended to read:
516.11 Investigation by department.(!) Examinations.-For the purpose of discovering violations
of this chapter or securing information lawfully required by
it hereunder, the department may at any time investigate loans
and business and examine the books, accounts, records, and
files used therein, of every licensee and of every person who
shall be engaged in the business described in section 616.02,
Florida Statutes. If the department shall have reason to be
lieve that any act or business is being done, or is about to be
done, which is illegal under this chapter, it may make all
examinations and take all steps authorized under this sub-·
section, whether such person shall act or claim to act as prin
cipal or agent, or under or without the authority of this chapter.
Any P.erson who shall advertise for, solicit, or hold himself out
as willing to make loan transactions in the amount or of the
value regulated by this chapter ff SHE � tleDH& @ lees
whether as principal, agent, broker, or otherwise shall, fo;
the purpose� of this subsection, be presumed to be engaged in
such business. For the purposes of this section the department
and its duly designated representatives shall have and be given
free access to the offices and places of business, books, ac
counts, papers, records, files, safes, and vault of all such per
sons whether within or without the state. The department and
all persons duly designated by it shall have authority to require
the attendance of witnesses and to examine under oath all per
sons whomsoever whose testimony it may require relative to
such loans or such business or to the subject matter of any
examinations, investigation or hearing.
Section 6. Subsection (2) of section 516.12, Florida Stat
utes, is amended to read:
516.12

Records to be kept by licensee.-
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(2) Ann �al reports.-Each licensee shall annually on or
before the fir�t day of April file a report with the department
f�r th� preceding calendar year. Such report shall give informa
tion WJth respect to the financial condition of such licensee and
shall include the _nai:ne and address of the licensee; balance
sheets at the _ beginmng and end of the accounting period· a
statement of income and expense for said period· a schedule
of assets use_d and useful in the small loan business;' an analysis
of ch3:rges, size of 109:ns and types of security on loans permitted
by . this chapter ff eHE M;i.Ei� tlellf!ff @ lees; an analysis of
delmquent accountsi an analysis of suits, repossessions and sales
of chattels and sucn other relevant information as the depart
n_ient ma� reasonably r�quire concerning the business and opera
tions d_uring the preceding calendar year of each licensed place
of busmess conducted by such licensee within the state. Such
rep_ort shall be made under oath and shall be in the form pre
scribed by the department who shall make and publish annually
an analys.is and recap_itulation of such reports. Should said
annual report not �e filed on or before the first day of April
of each year, the hcensee shall pay a penalty of five dollars
($6.00) p�r d_ay for each day of delinquency; provided that,
u_pon application to the department made prior to said date
the department may, for good cause shown extend such filing
date for a reasonable period of time without such penalty.
Section 7.
read:

Section 516.031, Florida Statutes, is created to

516.031 Finance charge; maximum rates.(1) Interest rates.-Every licensee may lend any sum of
money not exceeding two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,600.00). A licensee may not take a security interest secured by land
on any loan less than one thousand dollars ($1,000.00). The li
censee may charge, contract for, and receive thereon. interest
charge_s as provided and authorized by this section. The maxi
mum interest rate shall be twenty-eight percent (28%) per
one hundred dollars ($100.00) per annum computed on the first
three hundred dollars ($300.00) of the principal amount as com
puted from time to time, twenty-four percent (24%) per one
h_undred dollars ($100.00) per annum on that part of the prin
cipal amount as computed from time to time exceeding three
hundred dollars ($300.00) and not exceeding six hundred dol
lars ($600.00) and fifteen percent (15%) per one hundred
dollars ($100.00) per annum on that part of the principal
amount as computed from time to time exceeding six hundred
doll�rs ($600.00). The original principal amount as used in this
S!lction shall be the same amount as the amount financed as de
fined by the federal truth-in-lending act and regulation of the
board of governors of the federal reserve system.

z

(2) Delinquent ac<;ounts.-A licensee may, if agreed to in
�riting, contract for, impose and collect a delinquent charge of
fiv� ce1?-ts ($:06) per dollar for each full dollar of an installment
which 1s . delinquent for ten (10) or more days, which charge
may be imposed only once on each delinquent installment. A
charge under this subsection shall be in lieu of all other delin
quent or deferral charges.
(3) Any sums _called for in subsection (3) above not imposed
on the amount prior to the time at which the next installment
would be due shall be deemed waived.
(4) Annual percentage rate under federal truth-in-lending
act.-The annual percentage rate of finance charge which may
be contracted for and received under any loan contract made
by a licensee under this chapter shall equal but may not exceed
the annual percentage rate which must be computed and dis
clo�ed as required by the federal truth-in-lending act and regu
lation Z of the board of governors of the federal reserve
srstem. When the contract is paid according to schedule, the
finance charge earned by the annual percentage rate may equal
but s!1all n?t exceed the maximum add-on charge permitted
by this sect1o_n. W�en . the annual percentage rate is contracted
for and received m beu of the add-on charge authorized bv
this �ectio�, �he annual percentage shall be computed on actual
unpaid _principal balances of the loan for the time actually
outstanding until the loan contract is fully paid. The maximum
annual percentage rate of finance charge which may be con
tracted for and received is twelve (12) times the maximum
monthly rate and the maximum annual rate shall be computed
on the basis of one-twelfth (1/12) of the annual rate for each
full month. The department shall by regulation establish the
rate for each day in a fraction of a month when the period for
which the charge is computed is more or less than one (1)
month.
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(5) Other charges.-In addition to the interest and insurance
charges herein provided for, no further or other charges or
amount whatsoever for any examination, service, brokerage,
commission or other thing or otherwise shall be directly or in
directly charged, contracted for or received, except the docu
mentary excise tax and lawful fees, if any, actually and neces
sarily paid out by the licensee to any public officer for filing
or recording or releasing in any public office, any instrument
securing the loan, which fees may be collected when the loan
is made or at any time thereafter, or actual and reasonable
attorney fees as determined by the court in which suit is filed
and court costs, including actual and reasonable expenses of
repossession, storing and selling of any property :pledged as
security, as determined by the court in which suit 1s filed. If
interest or charges in excess of those permitted by this chapter
shall be charged, contracted for or received, the contract or loan
shall be void and the licensee shall have no right to collect
or receive any remaining principal, interest or charges what
soever.
(6) Divided loans.-No licensee shall induce or permit any
borrower to split up or divide any loan. No licensee shall induce
or permit any person, or any husband and wife, jointly or ·
severally, to become obligated to him, directly or contingently
or both, under more than one (1) contract of loan at the same
time, for the purpose or with the result of obtaining a greater
finance charge than would otherwise be permitted by this
section.
Section 8. Section 516.17, Florida Statutes, is amended to
read:
516.17 Assignment of wages, etc., given to secure loans.
No assignment of or order for the payment of any salary, wages,
commissions or other compensation for services, earned or to be
earned, given to secure any such loans shall be valid. -lHHeee :Uie
� � � � ie ,aW t-e :Uie ee;p;pe:wff eimultaneeuel;I'
'1'14th 4te a:ee-¼1-tA,efit ft&!' � � &ee¼gfifflen4; ff o!'d@, Ell' &5;1'
�MW mel'4;ge,ge ff � li8R e:n lioueelield �miWPe :Uien
¼ft t-ae 13eeeeesi&n a:ee 1158 � '&ft8 l>8l'l'8'1'1'8l' Be ..,&HQ \HNeSI! N'. Be
¼ft WPtting eigMtl ¼ft flePSe:n l>;I' '&ft8 881'!'8W8l'I Ell'J 44 :Uie B8H8'1'i'8l'
ff! m&ffieElr. tiiM8!l6 i-t ee eig,Bed m p8l'8&ft sy t>� � &M
e&11 Bet ee
-wifet fll'8¥Hle er �e-t � a5Ben4; e1 a
�Hee 'l'i'fteft ftll!lbMid aMI :w:44e fltWe seen
e{!flMe:te &ftd
-� ff!' a� � M leaef; fiff m-.tft& fli'¼M" t-e � &eeign
ment, Ell'da') mel'4;gage 8i' ff8lh
Section 9. Subsection (1) of section 516.18, Florida Statutes,
is amended to read:
516.18 Rate of interest or consideration.(1) No person engaged in the business of making loans of
money, except as authorized by this chapter or other statute
of this state, shall directly or indirectly charge, contract for
or receive any interest or consideration greater than ten percent
(10%) per annum upon the loan, use or forebearance of money,
goods or things in action, or upon the loan or use of credit of
the amount of value of two thousand five hundred do!1ars
($2,500.00_) SHE liuna;ped deDaff or less.
Section 10. Section 516.20, Florida Statutes, is amended to
read:
516.20 Interest defined.(1) Any profit or advantage of any kind whatsoever that
any licensee may contract for, collect, receive or in anywise
obtain by a collateral sale, purchase, or agreement, in connection
with any loan regulated by this chapter � eiM 11:llf!Med 4ellai'8
ff le&e shall be deemed to be interest or consideration for the
purposes of regulation under this chapter. Such transactions
shall be governed by and subject to the provisions of this
chapter, except commissions received as a person licensed by
the department of insurance on insurance written as herein
after permitted, shall be deemed to be interest or consideration
for the purposes of regulation under this chapter. However,
security consisting of tangible property offered as security may
be reasonably insured against loss for a reasonable term, con
sidering the circumstances of the loan, and such insurance shall
not be deemed such collateral sale, purchase, or agreement when
the policy is payable to the borrower or any member of his
family, even though the customary mortagee clause is attached
or the licensee is a coassured; provided, that such insurance
is sold at standard rates through a person duly licensed by
the department of insurance.
(2) No licensee shall enter into any contract for a loan
under this chapter for six hundred dollars ($600.00) or less
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which provides for scheduled repayment of principal more than
twenty four (24) months and fifteen (15) days from the date
the loan is made, nor enter into any contract for R Joan
un4er this _chapter for more than six hundred dollars $600.00)
which provides for scheduled repayment of principal more than
thirty six (86) months and fifteen (15) days from the date
the loan is made.
Section 11. Section 516.21, Florida Statutes, is amended
to read:
516.21 Restriction of borrower's indebtedness.-No licensee
shall directly or indirectly charge, contract for, or receive any
interest, discount, or consideration greater than ten percent
(10%) per annum upon any loan, or upon any part or al! of
any aggregate loan indebtedness of the same borrower, of the
amount of more than two thousand five hundred dollars ($2 500.00) SHE � dellMe. The foregoing prohibition shall' also
apply to any licensee who permits any person, as borrower or as
endorser, guarantor, or surety for any borrower, or otherwise
or any _husband and wife jointly or severally, to owe directly
or contmgently or both to the licensee at any time a sum
of more than two thousand five hundred dollars ($2 500.00)
� ffi:Hffii."ed ti� for principal; provided, howev�r, that
if the proceeds of any loan of two thousand five hundred dol
lars ($2,�oq.oo) ei* � ttellMe or less are used to discharge
a. pre-ex1stmg debt of the borrower for goods or services owed
directly to the person who provided such goods or services
the licensee may accept from such person a guaranty of pay�
ment of the principal of such loan with interest at a rate not
exceeding ten percent (10%) per annum and the acceptance
of one (1) or more such guaranties in any aggregate amount
shall not affect the rights of such licensee to make the char1Zes
against the primary borrower authorized by section 516.081
il,&.1-4, Florida Statutes, nor shall the limitation apply to the
i�olated acquisitio!1 dire1;tly . or indirectly by purchase or by
discount of bona fide obhgat1ons of a borrower. Provided how
ever, in th� event a licensee shall make a bona fide pu�chase
of substantially all of the loans made unrlPr this chal)ter from
another licensee, or other lender not affiliated with th� pur
chaser and such licensee or other lender shall have an existing
loan outstanding to one (1) or more of the borrowers whose
loans are purchased. such licensee making such purchase shall
be entitled to liquidate and collect the balances due on such
loans, including all lawful charges and interest at the rates
or amounts agreed upon in such loan contracts.
Section 12. Sections 516.281, 516.31, 516.32, 516.38, 516.34,
516.35 and 516.86 are created to read:
516.231 Appointment of managers; qualifications.-Upon
application for an original or renewal license, each applicant or
licensee shall designate or appoint a manager for each locAtion
to be licensed. Each such manager shall have been employed by
a licensee under this chapter or under chapter 519, Florida Stat
utes, or by a subsidiary, affiliate, parent, or partner of the
licensee for a total period of at least twelve (12) months or
shall have successfully passed an examination based on the
law and provisions of this chapter or chanter 519, Florida Stat
utes, and rules and regulations thereunder. The foregoing re
quirement shall not apply to any person emnloyed as such
principal manager by a licensee on the effective date of this
provision.
516.81 Consumer protection: certain ne�otiable instruments
restricted; assigns subject to defenses; limitation on deficiency
claims; cross collateral.
(1) Scope.-This section shall apply to every consumer credit
transaction and contract in which any form of credit is extended
to an individual to purchase or obtain goods or services for
use primarily for personal, family or household purposes.
(2) Restriction on certain negotiable instruments and in
stallment contracts.-A holder or assignee of any negotiable
instrumen� or i�s�allment contract, other than a currently dated
check, which or1gmated from the purchase of certain consumer
goods or services, is subject to all claims and defenses of the
consumer debtor against the seller of those consumer goods
or services. A person's liability under this section may not
exceed the amount owing to the person when the claim or de
fense is asserted against the person.
(8) Limitations on deficiency claims.-If a creditor takes
possession of property which was collateral under a consumer
credit transaction, the consumer shall not be personally liable
to the creditor for any unpaid balance of the obligation unless
the unpaid balance of the consumer's obligation at the time
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of default was $2000 or more the creditor shall be Pntitled to
recover from the consumer the deficiency, if any, resulting from
deducting the fair market value of the collateral from the unpaid
balance due. In a proceeding for a deficiency the fair market
value of the collateral shall be a question for the trier of fact.
Periodically published trade estimates of the retail value of
goods sha!J, to the extent they are recognized in the particular
trade or business, be presumed to be the fair market value of
the collateral.
(4) Cross-collateral.-If debts arising from two (2) or more
retail installment sales or other credit contracts with individual
consumers are secured by more than one (1) security interest
or consolidated into one (1) debt payable on a single schedule
of payments and the debt is secured by security interests
taken with respect to one (1) or more of the sales, payments
received by the seller are deemed, for the purpose of determin
ing the amount of the debt secured by the various security
instruments, to have been first applied to the payment of the
debt arising- from the sale first made. To the extent debts are
paid according to this section, security interests in items of
property terminate as the debt originally incurred with respect
to each item is paid. Payments received by the seller or holder
upon a revolving account are deemed, for the purpose of deter
mining the ,amount of the debt secured by the various security
interests, to have been applied first to the payment of finance
charges in the order of their entry to the account and then to
the payment of debts in the order in which the entries to the
account showing the debts were made. If the debts consoli
dated arose from two (2) or more credit sales or other credit
contracts with an individual which were made on the same day,
payments received by the seller or holder are deemed, for the
purpose of determining the amount of the debt secured by the
various security interests, to have been applied first to the
payment of the smallest debt.
(5) Purchasers of retail installment contracts must be li
censed under chapter 520, Florida Statutes.-A licensee under
the consumer finance act who purchasPS or holds retail install
ment contracts as defined in section 520.81, Florida Statutes, in
Florida shall also be licensed under chapter 520 as an install
ment sales finance act licensee.
(6) Waiver by the buyer of any provisions in this section
shall be void and unenforceable as contrary to public policy.
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Section 18. Subsection (1) of section 516.15 and section
516.19, Florida Statutes, are amended to read:
516.15

Duties of licensee.-Every licensee shall:

(1) Deliver to the borrower at the time a loan is made a
statement in the English language showing in clear and distinct
terms the amount and date of the loan and of its maturity, the
nature of the security, if any, for the loan, the name and
address of the borrower and of the licensee, and the rate of in
terest charged. Upon such statement there shall be printed in
English a copy of §516.081 �516.19 Penalty for violations.-Any person who shall violate
any of the provisions of §516.02, §516.09, §516.18, �1:4,
§516.081 or §516.18 shall be guilty of a misdemeanor of the
second degree, punishable as provided in §775.082 or §775.083.
Section 14. Severability.-If any provision of this act shall
be held to be unconstitutional, the remaining provisions shall
not be affected thereby. The legislature hereby declares that it
would have enacted the remaining provisions of this act if it had
known o1: the invalidity of any provision hereafter held to be
unconstitutional.
Section 15. Repeal.-Section 516.14 and subsection
section 516.05, Florida Statutes, and all of chapter 519,
Statutes, consistine: of sections 519.01, 519.02, 519.03,
519.05, 519.06, 519.07, 519.08, 519.09, 519.10, 519.11,
619.18, 619.14, 619.15, 619.17, 519.18, and 519.19, are
repealed.
Section 16.

(5) of
Florida
519.04,
519.12,
hereby

This act shall take effect October 1, 1973.

Mr. MacKay moved the adoption of the amendment. Pending
consideration· thereofMr. Harris moved that the rules be waived and further con
sideration of CS for SB 885 be postponed until the first order
of business on the Special Order Calendar tomorrow, which
was agreed to.
Subsequently, Mr. Harris moved that the House now take
up and consider CS for SB 835, which was agreed to.
The question recurred on the adoption of Amendment 4,
which was adopted.

516.82 Consumer credit counseling.-The department shall
be responsible for promoting a consumer credit counseling
service for the purpose of promoting and helping establish con
sumer credit counseling services for individuals in areas where
a need has been established. The purpose of the consumer credit
counseling service shall be to:

Amendment 5-0n page 6, lines 19 and 20, strike "on 11ny
loan less than one thousand dollars ($1,000.00)" and on line
19 after the word "land" insert a period

(1) Assist and educate individual consumers as to money
management.

Mr. Culbreath moved the adoption of the amendment, which
-··
failed of adoption. The vote was:

(2) Assist individual consumers in consolidating oblie:ations
when a situation exists where the individual consumer is in need
of such assistance; and
(8) Work with consumer credit grantors in an effort to
establish better relations with the individual consumer and with
state and federal regulatory agencies.
516.88 Public disclosures.-All findings of facts and orders
filed with the department shall be a public record.
516.84 Transfer of chapter 519, Florida Statutes, licenses.
All persons holding licenses under chapter 519, Florida Statutes,
on the effective date of this act shall become licensees under
chapter 516 Florida Statutes, and such 519, Florida Statutes,
licenses shafl be re-issued by the department showing their new
designation as chapter 516, Florida Statutes.
516.85 Credit insurance must comply with credit insurance
act.-Credit life and disability insurance which is provided at
the expense of borrowers must be provided only under a group
or individual insurance policy which complies with sections
627.676 through 627.688 and 627.685, Florida Statutes, and
lawful regulations thereunder. The cost of credit life and
disability insurance which is paid by borrowers shall be de
ducted from the principal amount of the loan and shall be dis
closed on the statement required by section 516.16(1), Florida
Statutes, or a combined note and disclosure statement required
by federal truth in lending act.
516.86 Monthly installment requirement.-Every loan made
pursuant to this chapter shall be repaid in monthly installments
as nearly equal as mathematically practicable.

Representative Culbreath offered the following amendment:

Yeas-88
Becker
Birchfield
Boyd
Clark, Dick
Clark,J.R.
Crabtree
Crane
Crenshaw
Culbreath
Danahy

Dyer
Fortune
Gordon
Grizzle
Grosse
Haben
Hair
Harllee
Hartnett
Hutto

Johnson
Kershaw
MacKay
Mattox
Melvin
Miller
Mooney
Poole
Poorbaugh
Redman

Rish
Robinson, G. C.
Robinson,J. W.
Steinberg
Thomas,J. C.
Tittle
Tubbs
Williamson

Forbes
Foster
Gibson
Gorman
Hagan
Harris
Hazelton
Hector
Hodges
James
Jones
Kiser
Lewis
Libertore
Lockward
Malloy

Martinez
Matthews
McDonald
Mixson
Moudry
Nelson
Nergard
Nuckolls
Ogden
Papy
Peaden
Reynolds
Robinson, A. S.
Rude
Ryals
Sackett

Savage
Shreve·
Singleton, C. A.
Sin�leton, M. L.
Smith
Snowden
�icola
omas,P.
Tucker
Turlington
Webb
Whitson
Wilson
Young

Nays-62
The Chair
Avon
Bass
Baumgartner
Blackburn
Brown
Carlucci
Cherry
Clark, David
Clem
Cohen
Cunningham
Dubbin
Earle
Easley
Fontana
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Mr. Peaden moved that the House reconsider the vote by
which the amendment failed of adoption. On motion by Mr.
Spicola, the motion to reconsider was laid on the table.
Representative Culbreath offered the following amendment:
Amendment 6--On page 2, line 13, strike "two thousand five
hundred dollars ($2,500.00)" and insert: one thousand dollars
($1,000.00)
Mr. Culbreath moved the adoption of the amendment. Pend
ing consideration thereofOn motion by Mr. Spicola, the amendment was laid on the
table. The vote was:
Yeas-65
The Chair
Andrews
Avon
Bass
Baumgartner
Blackburn
Brown
Carlucci
Clark,David
Clark,J.R.
Cunningham
Dubbin
Earle
Easley
Fontana
Forbes
Fortune
Nays--87

Foster
Gautier
Gibson
Gordon
Gorman
Grosse
Haben
Hagan
Hazelton
Hector
Hodges
James
Jones
Kiser
Kutun
Lewis
Libertore

Lockward
Malloy
Martinez
Matthews
McDonald
Melvin
Mixson
Moudry
Nergard
Nuckolls
Ogden
Papy
Poorbaugh
Price
Reynolds
Ryals
Sackett

Savage
Sint::leton,M. L.
Smith
Snowden
Spicola
Steinberg
Thomas,P.
Tittle
Tolton
Tucker
Turlington
Webb
Whitson
Wilson

Becker
Birchfield
Cherry
Clark, Dick
Clem
Cohen
Conway
Crabtree
Crane
Crenshaw

Culbreath
Danahy
Dixon
Dyer
Fechtel
Grizzle
Hair
Hartnett
Hodes
Hutto

Johnson
Kershaw
Langley
MacKay
Mattox
Miller
Mooney
Peaden
Randell
Redman

Rish
Robinson,G. C.
Rude
Thomas, J. C.
Williams
Williamson
Young

Representative Hartnett offered the following amendment:
Amendment 7-On page 11, line 10, after "s�ction" insert:
(7) Application of payments(a) Payments received by the licensee shall be applied first
to reduce the principal amount on which the higher rate of
interest is computed on a loan contract authorized under this
chapter. The principal amount on which the higher rate of in
terest is computed shall be reduced to zero before any payment
shall be applied to the portion of the loan on which the lower
rate of interest is computed.
(b) When all of the principal amount on which the higher rate
of interest is computed has been paid, the remaining amount
subject to a lower interest charge shall not be made subject
to a higher interest rate on any subsequent loan or refinancing
agreement. If the principal amount subject to the higher in
terest rate has not been fully paid, then such amount shall be
included in the principal amount subject to a higher interest
rate on any subsequent loan or refinancjng.
Mr. Hartnett moved the adoption of the amendment, which
failed of adoption. The vote was:
Yeas-40
Baumgartner
Becker
Birchfield
Boyd
Cherry
Clem
Crabtree
Crane
Crenshaw
Culbreath

Dixon
Dyer
Fechtel
Fortune
Grizzle
Grosse
Hair
Harris
Hartnett
Hodes

Hutto
Johnson
Kershaw
Langley
Lockward
MacKay
Malloy
Mattox
Melvin
Miller

Mooney
Nergard
Papy
Peaden
Redman
Rish
Shreve
Steinberg
Tobiassen
Williams

Nays-63
The Chair
Andrews
Avon
Bass
Blackburn
Brown
Carlucci
Clark,David
Clark,Dick
Clark,J.R.
Cohen
Conway
Cunningham
Dubbin
Earle
Easley

Fontana
Forbes
Foster
Fulford
Gautier
Gibson
Gorman
Haben
Hagan
Hazelton
Hodges
James
Jones
Kiser
Kutun
Lewis
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Libertore
Martinez
Matthews
McDonald
Mixson
Moudry
Nuckolls
Poorbaugh
Price
Reynolds
Richmond
Robinson, J. W.
Rude
Ryals
Sackett
Savage

Sint::leton,M. L.
Smith
Snowden
f,picola
Thomas,P.
Tittle
Tubbs
Tucker
Turlington
Walker
Webb
Whitson
Williamson
Wilson
Young

Representative Nelson was recorded, as voting Yea and
Representative Poole was recorded as voting Nay.
Representative Forbes offered the following amendment:
Amendment 8-On page 9, line 2, after the period insert:
In the event of a bona fide error, the licensee shall refund or
credit the borrower with the amount of such overcharge within
five (5) days of the discovery of such error.
Mr. Forbes moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Forbes offered the following amendment:
Amendment 9-On page 6, strike lines 22-29 and insert: by
this section. The maximum interest rate shall be thirty percent
(30%) per one hundred dollars ($100.00) per annum com
puted ·on the first three hundred dollars ($300.00) of the princi
pal amount as computed from time to time, twenty-four per
cent (24%) per one hundred dollars ($100.00) per annum on
that part of the principal amount as computed from time to
time exceeding three hundred dollars ($300.00) and not ex
ceeding six hundred dollars ($600.00) and eighteen percent
(18%)
Mr. Forbes moved the adoption of the amendment. Pending
consideration thereofRepresentative Harris offered the following amendment to
the amendment:
Amendment 1 to Amendment 9'-Strike "eighteen percent
(18%)" and insert: sixteen percent (16%)
Mr. Harris moved the adoption of the amendment to the
amendment, which was adopted. The vote was:
Yeas-61
Baumgartner
Becker
Birchfield
Boyd
Brown
Carlucci
Cherry
Clark,Dick
Clark, J.R.
Clem
Conway
Crabtree
Crane
Crenshaw
Culbreath
Cunningham

Nays-44

The Chair
Andrews
Avon
Bass
Blackburn
Clark,David
Cohen

Danahy
Dyer
Fechtel
Fortune
Gordon
Grizzle
Grosse
Haben
Hair
Harllee
Harris
Hartnett
Hector
Hodes
Hutto
Johnson

Jones
Kershaw
Kutun
Langley
Libertore
Lockward
MacKay
Malloy
Mattox
Miller
Mixson
Mooney
Nelson
Ner{ard
Nuc olls
Papy

Earle
Easley
Fontana
Forbes
Foster
Gibson
Gorman

Hagan
Hazelton
Hodges
James
Kiser
Lewis
Martinez

Peaden
Redman
Rish
Robinson,G. C.
Savage
Shreve
Sint::Ieton,M. L.
Smith
Steinberg
Thomas, P.
Turlington
Williams
Wilson

McDonald
Moudry
Ogden
Poorbaugh
Price
Reynolds
Richmond
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Robinson,J. W.
Rude
Ryals
Sackett

Singleton, C. A.
Snowden
Spicola
Thomas,J. C.

Tillman
Tittle
Tolton
Tubbs

Tucker
Webb
Whitson
Young

Mr. Harris moved that the House reconsider the vote by
which the amendment was adopted. On motion by Mr. Red
man, the motion to reconsider was laid on the table.
The question recurred on the adoption of Amendment 9, as
amended, which was adopted.
Representative Rish offered the following amendment:
Amendment 10-On page 6, line 20, strike "one thousand
dollars $1,000.00" and insert: five hundred dollars $600.00
Mr. Rish moved the adoption of the amendment. Pending
consideration thereofRepresentative Whitson offered the following substitute
amendment:
Substitute Amendment 10-0n page 6, line 18, strike "A
licensee may not take a security interest secured by land on
any loan less than one thousand dollars ($1,000.00)" and
insert: In the event of foreclosure of any mortgage upon real
property given to secure an indebtedness in the original principal
amount of $1,000 or less, the court, if it finds that the value of
said property exceeds one and one half times the said original
principal amount, shall refuse to enforce said mortgage or
condition enforcement upon a sale at fair market value.
Mr. Whitson moved the adoption of the substitute amend
ment. Pending consideration thereofMr. Blackburn moved the previous question on the pending
amendments and the bill, which was not agreed to.
After further debate, Mr. James moved the previous question
on the pending amendments and the bill, which was not agreed
to.
The question recurred on the adoption of the substitute
amendment, which failed of adoption.
The question recurred on the adoption of Amendment 10,
which was adopted.
Mr. Gibson moved the previous question on the bill, which
was agreed to. The vote was:
Yeas-64
The Chair
Baumgartner
Boyd
Brown
Carlucci
Clark, David
Clark, Dick
Cohen
Cunningham
Earle
Easley
Forbes
Fortune
Fulford

Gibson
Gorman
Grosse
Haben
Hagan
Hazelton
Hector
Hodges
Holloway
James
Kiser
Lewis
Martinez
Matthews

Mattox
McDonald
McPherson
Miller
Mooney
Moudry
Nergard
Nuckolls
Ogden
Papy
Poorbaugh
Price
Reynolds
Robinson, J. W.

Ryals
Sackett
Savage
Singleton, C. A.
SinJleton, M. L.
Smith
ticola
omas,P.
Tubbs
Webb
Williams
Wilson

Nays-49
Andrews
Avon
Bass
Becker
Birchfield
Blackburn
Clark,J.R.
Clem
Conway
Crabtree
Crenshaw
Culbreath
Danahy

Dubbin
Dyer
Fontana
Foster
Gordon
Grizzle
Harllee
Hartnett
Hodes
Hutto
Johnson
Jones
Kershaw

Kutun
Langley
Libertore
Lockward
MacKay
Malloy
Melvin
Nelson
Peaden
Redman
Richmond
Rish
Robinson, G. C.

Rude
Snowden
Steinberg
Tittle
Tolton
Tucker
Turlington
Walker
Whitson
Young

Representative Hair was recorded as voting Nay.
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On motion by Mr. Forbes, the rules were waived and CS for
SB 836, as amended, was read the third time by title. Pending
roll callRepresentative Harris offered the following amendment:
Amendment 11-Strike the title and insert: An act relating
to chapter 616, Florida Statutes, on certain consumer credit
transactions; amending sections 516.02, 516.03(1), 516.05(2) (c),
516.11(1), 516.12(2), 516.15, 516.17, 516.18(1), 516.19, 516.20,
and 516.21, and creating sections 516.011, 516.031, 516.231,
516.31, 516.32, 616.33, 616.34, 516.36 and 516.36, Florida Stat
utes; renaming chapter 616, Florida Statutes, as the "Florida
consumer finance act"; providing for an application and in
vestigation fee increase; providing for investigations outside of
the state1 and for an annual report delinquency charge; provid
ing for mterest rates and charges and computation of such
rates and charges, and for the definition of interest; providing
for the amounts that may be loaned; qualification of managers;
providing for consumers' protection by licensees by prohibiting
certain negotiable instruments; providing for monthly install
ments; cross-collateral; consumer credit counseling and public
disclosure; providing for licensees under chapter 519, Florida
Statutes, to be transferred to chapter 516, Florida Statutes,
providing for severability; repealing sections 516.14 and 516.05(5), Florida Statutes, and all of chapter 519, Florida Statutes,
providing an effective date.
Mr. Harris moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.
Representative Becker offered the following amendment:
Amendment 12-In title, line 23, after "cross-collateral;" in
sert: providing for purchasers of retail installment contracts
to be licensed under chapter 520, Florida Statutes;
Mr. Becker moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Becker offered the following amendment:
Amendment 13-In title, lines 1 and 2, strike "chapter 516,
Florida Statutes"
Mr. Becker moved the adoption of the amen�ment, which
was adopted.
The question recurred on the passage of CS for SB 885.
The vote was:
Yeas-90
The Chair
Fontana
Malloy
Savage
Andrews
Forbes
Martinez
Singleton,.C. A.
Avon
Fortune
Matthews
Sini:leton, M. L.
Bass
McPherson
Smith
Foster
Baumgartner Fulford
Melvin
Snowden
Becker
Gautier
Miller
Spicola
Blackburn
Gibson
Mixson
Steinberg
Boyd
Gordon
Mooney
Thomas,J. C.
Brown
Gorman
Moudry
Thomas,P.
Carlucci
Hagan
Nelson
Tillman
Cherry
Hair
Nergard
Tittle
Clark, David
Hazelton
Nuckolls
Tobiassen
Clark, Dick
Hector
Ogden
Tolton
Cohen
Hodges
Papy
Tubbs
Conway
Holloway
Poorbaugh
Tucker
Crenshaw
James
Price
Turlington
Cunningham
Jones
Reynolds
Walker
Danahy
Kershaw
Richmond
Webb
Kiser
Dubbin
Rish
Whitson
Kutun
Dyer
Robinson, J. W. Wilson
Earle
Lewis
Rude
Young
Easley
Libertore
Ryals
Lockward
Fechtel
Sackett
Nays-20
Birchfield
Grizzle
Peaden
Hutto
Clem
Grosse
Johnson
Redman
Haben
Crabtree
MacKay
Robinson, G. C.
Harllee
Mattox
Williams
Crane
McDonald
Hartnett
Culbreath
Williamson
Representatives Hodes and Shreve were recorded as voting
Yea.
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An act relating to chapter 516, Florida StatutesT�Fl.

4

on certain consumer credit transactions; re-

5

Serles

-Lj_

naming Chapter_516, Florida Statutes, as the

6

"Florida consumer finance act;� providing

7

for-an application and investigation fee increase;

8

providing for investigations outside of the state,

9
10

and for an annual report deliquency charge; pro-' · ·

11

viding for interest rate� and charges and computa

12

tion of such rates and charge� and for the defi

13

nition of interest; providing for the amounts that

14

may be.1oaned; qualification of·managers; provid-

15

ing for consumers' protection by licensees by

16

prohibiting certain negotiable instruments; cross

17

collateral; consumer credit counseling and public

18

disclosure; providing for,licensees under chapter 519,

19

Florida Statutes, to be transferred to chapter 516,

20

Florida Statutes; providing for severability;

21

repealing sections 516.14(1)(2)(3) and 516.05(5),

22

Florida Statutes, and all of chapter 519,

23

Florida Statutes; providing an effective

24

date.

25

26 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
27

28

section 1.

Short title.--Ch apter 516 shall hereafter

29 be known, referred to, and cited as the "Florida consumer
30
31
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1

finance act."
Section 2.

2

amended to read:

3

516.02

4

Section 516.02·,

Florida Statutes, is

Loans; rate of interest;· license.--No person

5

shall engage in the business of making loans of money, credit,

6

goods or choses in action in the amount, or to the value of

8

dollars ($2,500.00) or less, and charge, contract for, or

9

receive a greate� rate of interest than ten percent (10%)

10

per annum.therefor, except as authorized by this chapter

11

without first obtaining a license from the departmen� or except

and

12 .as authorized by other statute.of this state.
13

Section 3.

Section_ 516.03 (1) , Florida -Statutes, is

14 amended to read:
516. 03 Application. --Application for a license to

15
16

make loans under this chapter shall be in writing, under

17 oath, and in the form prescribed by the department, and

18 shall contain the name, residence and business addresses of

19

the applicant, and if the applicant is a co-partnership or

20 association, of every member thereof, and if a corporation,
21 of each officer and director thereof, also the county and

22 municipality with the street and number or approximate loca-

23 tion, where the business is to be conducted and such further
24 relevant information as the department may require.

At the

25 time of making such application the applicant shall pay to the:
26 department the sum of one hundred twenty-five dollars as an
27 :annual license fee for a period terminating on the last day of
I

28 '.the current calendar year, and a further fee of one hundred
29 ;fifty dollars for investigating the application and the
i
30 applicants.
31

2

LEGISLATIVE SUMMARY

Amends or creates numerous sections in chapter 516, F.s.,
whi'ch relates to the regulation of sµ1all loan.businesses.
Raises from $600 to $2500 the maximum loans provided for·
such business and provides that the.maximum add-on.finance
rate (including interest) is $18 per $100 per annum on the
first $500, and $10 per annum on the ,amount which exceeds
$500. Limits the annual. percentage rate of finance charge to
a percentage not.in excess of the annual percentage rate which
must be computed and disclosed as required in the federal
Truth-In-lending Act and Regulation z o( the rederal Reserve
Board, and provides that the finance charge is to be computed
on the original principal amount for the full period of the
loan contract. Prohibits charges not provided for in the
chapter.
Provides for proportional rebates upon prepayment, charges
for delayed payments, and delinquent charges. Limits maturity
period of a loan of $500 or less to 24 months and 1_5 �ays and
provides for the assignment of instruments subject to all
claims and defenses of the buyer. Requires appointment of
qualified general managers at each location of a small loan
business and requires credit insurance to comply with the
provisions of the credit insurance act. Raises application
and investigation fees for licensing $25 and $50, respectively,
provides that access to offices and records by the Department
of Banking and Finance must be available whether in or outside
the state, and requires a $5 per day delinquency fee for late
annual reports.
Repeals the Florida Consumer Finance Laws and transfers
all licenses thereunder to the provisions relating to small
loan businesses. Requires all purchasers of retail installment
contracts to be licensed under the provisions of the Retail
Installment Sales Act.
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An act relating to chapter 516, Florida Statute�,

6

on certain consumer credit transactions; amend
ing sections 516.02, 516.03.{l) ,· 516.05(2) (c),

7

516.11(1), 516.12(2), 516.15, 516.17, 516.18(1),

8

516.19, 516.20, and 516.21, _and creating sections

9

516.011, 516.031, 516.231, 516.31, 516.32, 516.33,

5

. .£

DEPARTMENT OF STA
R. A. GRAY BUILDINGTE
Tallahaasee_ F.L 323990250

10

516.34, 516.35 and 516.36, Florida Statutes; re

11

naming chapter 516, Florida Statutes, as the

12

"Florida consumer finance act'.'; providing for an

13

applic_ation and investigation fee increase;

14

providing for investigations outside of the state,

15

and for an annual report delinquency charge;

16

providing for interest rates, and charges and

17

computation of such rates and charges, and for

18

the defintion of interest; providing ·for the

19

amounts that may be loaned; qualification of

20

managers; providing for consumers' protectlon

21

by licensees by prohibiting certain negotiable

22

instruments; providing for monthly installments;

·23

cross-collateral; consumer credit counseling··

24

and public disclosure; providing for licensees

25

under chapter 519, Florida Statutes, to be

26

transfer�ed to.chapter 516, Florida Statutes,

27

providing for severability; repealing sections

28

516.14 and 516.05(5), Florida Statutes, and all

29

of chapter 519, Florida Statu·tes, providng an

30

effective date.

31:
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,• ee ·It Enacted by the Legislature of .the State of Florida:
2

Section 1.

3
,i

to read:

�16. 011

5

Section 516.011, Florida Statutes, .is created

Short "title.--Chapter 516 shall hereafter be

� known, referred to, and cited as the "Florida consumer finance

--

•· ,,ct."

,

Section 2.

Lo read:

516.02

Section 516.02, Florida Statutes, is amended

Loans; rate of interest; license.--No person

shall engage in the business of making loans of money, credit,
1� goods or choses in action in the amount, or to the value of
. ' two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500.00) six-htt�dred

. ..

...

Jr,

doiiers-�$600�eet or less, and charge, contract for, or receive

a greater rate of interest than ten percent {10%) per annum

therefor, except as authorized by this chapter and without first

,�I obtaining a license from the department, or except as authorized
•

lS
19

:•o
,' 1

by
- other statute of this state o£-ban�±ng-and-£inanee.
Section 3.

Subsection (1) of section 516.03, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
516.03
(1)

Application for license; fees; etc.;--

Application.--Application for a license to make

.:• J

loans under this chapter shall be in writing, under oath, and in

::

the form prescribed by the departmen.t, and shall contain the

. ,.
:,

name, residence and business addresses of the applicant, and �f
the applicant is a co-partnership or association, of every mem
bcr thereof, and if a corporation, of each officer and director
tlwr.cof, also the county and municipa lity with the street and
0

nu�bcr or approximntc location, where the business is to be
2
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The Florida Legislature has determined in previous

sessions that the legal interest rate should be 10% (usury
statute).

Because of certain individual circumstances,

exceptions were made to this law.

Such exceptions would

include revolving charge accounts, bank loans, mortgage
brokers, small loans, et al.
The particular question here concerns itself with
those 700,000 Florida consumers who use the services
of a small loan licensee, and further, it deals with
interest charges in F.S. 516 (first enacted in 1925) and
F.S. 519 (first enacted in 1949) .*
The proposed legislation offers many consumer pro
tection items as well as a dollar (estimated 20 million)
savings to those 700,000 Floridians.

In order to answer

several questions that have been asked, the following is
prepared for you in question and answer form.
MONEY SAVINGS

Why raise· the ceiling?
The financial demands of everyday life make a
$600 loan an impractical amount to satisfy these needs.
In a 1970 study of the consumer finance industry

*F.S. 516

F.S. 519

Licensees - 903
Rate of interest
3% per mo. to $300
2% per mo. to $600

Licensees - 180
Rate of interest
10% add-on
plus 20¢ per $25 per mo.
cap at $2.40

in Florida,* Dr. Lowell Yoder, Professor Emeritus of
Marketing, University of Florida, reported that a 1969
survey revealed over 50% of small loan customers had
more than one loan outstanding and 24% of those had
more than two loans.

Assuming the situation has not

changed measurably, it would be safe to assume that
more than one-half of the

**665,000 small loan cus

tomers in 1972 had multiple loans .

If the proposed

legislation had been enacted, these Florida consumers
would have saved in excess of 20 million dollars in
interest.

This figure does not include the additional

savings that would be enjoyed by those customers who
now have three loans.
How does Florida compare with other states?
Florida has·the lowest ceiling in the nation.
Thirty-four states have progressive laws of $2,500
or more.
RATES

Are the rates in the propo?ed bill lower than existing .
law?
The bulk of small loans are being made under Chapter
516, F.S. (903 offices).

A 12-month $100 loan under the

*"Study of Consumer Finance Industry in Florida,"
by Lowell C. Yoder, 1970.
**"Annual Report on Discount eonsumer Financing and
Small Loan Department," by Fred O. Dickinson, Jr.,
Comptroller, State of Florida, December 31, 1971.
-2-

present law costs a consumer $20.84.

Under the new law,

the cost will be $18.00, a savings of $2.84.

(Please see

Chart A)
Under Chapter 519, F. S .,

( 180 offices)

the con

sumer would enjoy a savings in all but three categories.
(Note Chart A)
What does the bill do to the 10% usury
customers?
If small loan consumers could get a loan at the 10%
usury rate, there would be no need £or the consumer finance
industry in Florida.

These consumers would go to other

financial institutions.
Under present law and in the proposed bill, con
sumers are prohibited from borrowing both a $600 loan
and a 10% loan (516.02, 516.14; 519.03 F.S.) from the
same licensee.

It is an either/or situation.

�nyone in this state may loan money at a rate not
to exceed 10%.

Some financial institutions, including

small loan companies do make 10% loans.

These loans are

usually commercial in nature or to consumers whose finan
cial status permits such a loan.
How do the rates in the present law and the proposed
law compare with other states?
The following thumb-nail sketch is based on a
comparison made by the staff of the House Business
-3-

Regulation Committee (full chart attached).
Florida's position in relation to the other regulated states is:

(1 -

Rank
Present
$

highest; 50 - lowest)
Rank
Proposed

APR

APR

100

7th

36.49%

27th

31.72%

300

5th

36.49

27th

31.72

400

5th

34.08

37th

31.72

1,000

not made

19/40th

24.91

2,500

not made

14/23th

20.76

OTHER
Will a $2,500 ceiling drive the legal small lender
out of business?
Not true.

Numerous states have higher ceilings

and small loan companies flourish.

South Carolina has more

small companies than larger companies, and the ceiling is
$7,500.

Georgia, ·with 1,000 licensees, has 450 small

companies.

The ceiling is $2,500.

Are the rates under Chapter 519, which is being repealed,
lower?
Most small loans are presently made by Chapter 516
licensees rather than Chapter 519 licensees.

As of Decem

ber 31, 1971, according to the Department of Banking and
Finance, there were 902 offices operating under Chapter 516
and only 180 under 519, which points up the fact that loans,
-4-

in great number, are not being made under Chapter 519.
In only three categories is the rate higher than in the
proposed bill.

(See Chart A)

Will the consumer protection features in this bill make
it impossible to make lo�to the marginal borrower?
Indeed, the protections are geared to the marginal
borrower, including moving the late payment fee from 5
days to 10 days, doing away with wage assignment, lower
ing the interest rate, and in no way making it more diffi
cult for the marginal borrower to obtain a loan.
Will larger companies not service marginal risk?
A higher ceiling enables a company to spread the
marginal risk cost.

Thus, the larger companies will be

in. a better posture to serve all the public need.
Will the Rule of 78ths increase the yield?
Not true.

Universal use by all types of lenders -

banks, mortgage companies and others using add-on or a
precomputed charge, cost is applied on dollar balance and
length of time.
Instead of customer having 3 - $600 loans, will they now
have 3· - $2500 loans?

-5-

Credit worth and the ability to handle the debt
will determine the amount of the loan.

Only when the

customer repays does a lender show a profit.

Good credit

judgment prevents overloading and no lender will accept
the risk of multiple $2500 loans.

-6-
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Canon

3

7

1

New title

.02

2

New ceiling ($2,500)

.03(1)

3

Application-fee increase (from $100 to $125)

.05(2)c

4

Investigation fee increase (from $100 to ($150)

.11(1)

5

Ceiling, investigations outside state

.12 (2)

6

Ceiling, penalty for late report

516

NEW

FLORIDA CONSUMER FINANCE ACT
HOUSE BILL 1775
SENATE BILL 835

Add-on charge, computation, deferred, APR,
other charges, divided loans

.04(1) (2)

(3) (4)

(5) (6)

.18(1)

8

Ceiling, other statute

.20

9

Ceiling, maximum, maturity

.21

10

Ceiling

NEW

.24

11

Managers' qualifications

NEW

.31

12

Consumer protection section
(limited to 516 licensee only)_ ;µegotiable
instruments, cross collateral

NEW

.32

Consumer credit counseling

NEW

.33

Public disclosure

NEW

.34

13

519 licensees transfer

NEW

.35

14

Credit insurance

15

Severability

16

Repeal

17

Effective date
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FEATURES OF FLORLDA CONSUMER FINANCE ACT
HOUSE BILL 1775
SENATE BILL 835
516.02

FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
,:
R. A. GRAY BUILDING

Tallahassee, FL 32399.
0250 :

Serles

/

Raises loan ceiling from $600 to $2,500. Reason:
Consumers must frequently resort to borrowing from
two or more small loan companies to meet their
needs, thereby paying an unreasonable amount of
interest. This bill would reduce costs by enabling
the consumer to satisfy his needs at one establish
ment at a decl'ining rate. There are only four
states with loan ceilings under $1,000. Florida
is the lowest in the nation· with· a· t:eil'ing of $600.
Twent -five states• have· 1·aws· with 1o·an· ·c·erl'ings· over
$5,00 fi .

Increases license fee from $100 to $125 and
516.03
516.05(c) investigation fee from $100 to $150. Reason:
To defray the increased expense of operating the
regulatory authority.
516.11

Provides for examination of records of unlicensed
firms making loans in this state from another
state. Reason: Protect Florida citizens.

516.12(2) Provides a penalty for failure to file annual
reports on time. Reason: Prevent delays in
compiling departmental report.
516.04(1) Provides for add-on rates of $18 per $100 per
year on the first $500 advanced; $10 per $100
per year from $501 to $2,500 maximum. Reason:
This in etfect would reduce the present 1nte�ast
rate: i.e., on ·$600 from 32.90% to 29.47%; on
$2,500 from 33.0.5% to-20.76%. Most of the Florida
Statutes· on consumer credit are stated by the add-on
method, as this method is easier .understood.
516.04(2) Requires rebate on prepaid accounts by the
Rule of 78ths. Reason: Charges by the add-on
method are precomputed.
516.04 ( 3) Regulates deferred payments. · Rea·son: So a consumer
may defer payment on one or more payments at a rate
not in excess of the rates permitted by this act.
516.04(3) Provides for late charges of 5¢ per $1.00 for a
delinquent payment. Reason: Self-explanatory.
516.20(2) Provides for longer maturities on loans over $500.
Reason: This change is necessitated because of
increased loan ceiling.
516.24

Provides for testing of prospective managers
on the Florida Act. Reason: To assure consumer
rights are not violated by an unknowledgeable
manager.

8

Carton

.3

z..;

516.31(3) Abolishes certain negotiable instruments.for licensees
who deal in installment sales and ar� also licensed
under Chapter 516. Reason: To insure the consumer
against being the victim of shoddy merchandise
sold by "fly-by-night" dealers. This section would
give the consumer recourse against the company
·
who finances the merchandise.
Regulates cross-collateral. Reason: Protects the
consumer against merchandise already paid for being
repossessed under a continuing contract.
Gives the regulatory department authority to
promote credit counseling so that debt-laden
Florida citizens will have available to them
sound advice to help them with their financial
·
problems.
Section 16. Repeal Chapter519.
rate in Chapter 519 is
interpreted. Consumer
b�_governed by one act

Reason: Method of stating
confusing and often mis
finance licensees will now
instead of two.
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A bill to be entitled

3
4

An act relating to chapter 516,

5

on certain consumer 'credit transactions; amend-

6

·ing sections 516.02, 516.03(1), 516.05(2) (c),
516.11(1), 516.12(2), 516.15, 516.17, 516.18(1), 516.19,

·7
8
9

----·-·· �---·-

516.20, and 516.21, and creating sections 516;011,
.

.

516.031, 516.231, 51�.31, 516.32, 516.33, 516.34,

10

and 516.35, Florida statutes; renaming chapter

11

516, Florida Statutes, as the "Florida consumer

12

finance act"; providing for an application and

13

investigation fee increase; providing for

14

investigations outside of the state, and for an

15

annual report delinquency charge; providing for

16

interest rates, and charges and computation of

17

such rates and charges, and for the definition

18

of.interest; providing for the amounts that may

19

be loaned; qualification of managers; providing

20

for consumers' protection by licensees by pro-

21

hibiting certain negotiable instruments; cross-

22

collateral; consumer credit counseling and.,

23
24
25
26
27

public disclosure; providing for licensees under
chapter 519, Florida Statutes, to be transferred
to chapter 516, Florida Statutes; providing for

severability; repealing sections 516.14 and
516.05(5), Florida Statutes, and all of chapter

28

519, Florida Statutes; providing ari effective

29

date.

30
31

1

.
1 Be ·rt Enacted by the Legislature of the- State of Florida·:·
·2

Section 516.011, Florida Statutes, is created

3

Section 1.

5

516.011 Short title.--Chaeter 516 shalL hereafter be

4 to read:

6 known, referred to, and cited as the "Florida consumer finance
7 act·."
. .-

8
9

10

Section 2.

Section 516.02, Florida Statutes, is amended

to read:
516.02 Loans; rate of interest; license.--No person

11 shall engage in the business of making loans of money,.credit,

12 goods or choses in action in the amount, or to the value of
13. two thousand five hundred dollars ($2,500.00) s±x-httndred
14

15
16

do¼¼ars-i$600T00t or less, and �harge, contiact for, or receive

a greater rate of interest than ten percent (10%) per annum
therefor, except as authorized by this chapter and without first

obtaining a license from the department, or except as authorized
17
18 by other statute of this state o£-bank±ng-and-£±nanee.
19

Section 3.

21

516.03

Subsection (1) of section 516.03, Florida

20 Statutes, is amended to.read:
22

·(1)

Application for license; fees; etc •• --

Application.--Application for a license to make

23 loans under this chapter shall ·be in writing, undar oath, and in
24 the form prescribed by the department, and shall contain the

is

26
27
28
2g

30
31

name, residence and business addresses of the applicant, and i"f

the applicant is a co-partnership or association, of every member thereof, and if a corporation, of each officer and director
thereof, also the county and municipality with the street and
number or approximate location, where the business is to be
2
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A bill to be entitled
An act relating to chapter 516, Florida Statutes,
on certain consumer ·credit transactions; amending sections 516.02, 516.03(1), 516.05(2) (c),
516.11(1), 516.12(2), 516.15, 516.17, 516.18(1), 516.19,

8

516.20, and 516.21, and creating sections 516�011,

9

516.031, 516.231, 516.31, 516.32, 516.33, 51�.34,

10

�nd 516.35, Florida Statutes; renaming chapter

11

516, Florida Statutes, as the "Florida consumer

12

finance act"; providing for an application and

13

investigation fee increase; providing for

14

investigations outside of the state, and for an

15

annual report delinquency charge; providing for

16

interest rates, and charges and computation of

17

such rates and charges, and for the definition

18

of.interest; providing for the amounts that may

19

be loaned; qualification of managers; providing

20

for consumers' protection by licensees by pro

21

hibiting certain negotiable instruments; cross

22

collateral; consumer credit counseling and

23

public disclosure; providing for licensees under

24

chapter 519, Florida Statutes, to be transferred

25

to chapter 516, Florida Statutes; providing for

26

severability; repealing sections 516.14 and

27

516.05(5), Florida Statutes, and all of chapter

28

519, Florida Statutes; providing ari effective

29

date.
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1 Be "It Enacted by the Legislature of the- State of Florida·:
2
Section l.

3

Seption 516.011, Florida Statutes, is cr�ated

4 to read:
516.011

5
6

Short.title.--Chapter 516 shalL hereafter be

known, referred to, and cited as the "Florida consumer finance

7 act."
8

Section 2.

9 to read:
10

516.02

Section 516.02, Florida Statutes, is amended·

Loans; rate of interest; license.--No person

11 shall engage in the business of making ·1oans of money, credit,
.
.
'
0°()
__J..
12 goods or choses in action in the amount, or to the value of :.ff
J
, �
five hundred dollars ($2,500.00) �:i:x-hnndre� /)
thousand
two
13
doiiars-�$688�eet or less, and charge, contract for, or receive
,14
a greater rate of interest than ten percent (10%) per annum
15
therefor, except as authorized by this chapter and without first
16
obtaining a license from the department, or except as authorized
17
b y other statute of this state 0£-bank:i:ng-and-£:i:nanee.
18
Section 3. Subsection (1) of section 516.03, Florida
19

tw-;/

20
21
22

Statutes, is amended to read:
516.03
(1)

Application for license; fees; etc .• --

Application.--Application for a license to make

23

loans under this chapter shall-be in writing, und�r oath, and in

25

name, residence and business addresses of the applicant,. and i"f

24

the form prescribed by the department, and shall contain the

26

the applicant is a co-partnership or association, of every mem-

28

thereof, also the county and municipality with the street and

27

29

her thereof, and if a corporation, of each officer and director
number or approximate location, where the business is to be

30
31
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Scarborough

Amends and renames chapter 516, F.S., as the "Florida
Consumer Finance Act." Increases dollar amount from $600
to $2500 which can be loaned without obtaining a license from
the Department of Banking and Finance. Increases application
fee for licenses from $100 to $125 and the investigation
fee from $100 to $150.
Amends other sections to include the new $2500 limitation.
Requires that each licensee must file an annual report by
April'l of each year and provides a penalty of $5 for each
late day. Creates a new section setting maximum finance
charge rates. Limits add�on charge to $18 per $100 up to
$500 and $10 per $100 .on that amount exceeding $500. Pro
vides method for computing add-on charges. Prohibits any
additional direct or indi�ect fees and charges except for
documentary stamps.
Limits loan repayment to 24 months for loans of $500 or
less. Sets qualification for managers of each licensed
lending location. Prohibits the taking of negotiable
instruments other than checks. The licensee as an assignee
of a seller is subject to all claims and defenses of the
buyer against the seller.
Regulates and limits__ th�. use g f_qr_
_
oss::-_c9lJ.a,t
_ �_i:-�_l ag..i::.e.eme.n.g;.
Provides that purchasers of retail installment contracts
must be licensed also under chapter 520, dealing with
installment sales. Di�e� _t,il�_D_�ar_:\;l!l�nt o_f Banking an¢!
Finance to promote a consume�_qr�dit cou�seling service.
Pro viae·s-·aTI-findings of
Department shall be public
record.

the

Transfers all licenses under chapter 519 to chapter 516.
Provides that credit life and disability insurance must be
provided by a policy which complies with chapter 627, F.S.
Provides for severability. Repeals §516.14(1), (2), (3)
and §516.05(5) and all of chapter 519. Effective October l,
1973.
COMMENT:

1. Creates §§516.04 and 516.24, both of which
have been previously repealed.
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. TALLAHASSEE.:....; Small-loan companies are telling the
Legislature they- are willing·Jo··charge less in return for the
11ight to lend:more; and·theytha,ve, a-fair chance to pass a bilt
.
· · · · ·· · '
that would
raise Fforida's $�00 _loan ceiling· to $2,500:
-- . · "'nt�si.� atjjn�ustry 'tha�:� :trying to ):ome. or-age, tcfat•
tempt fo' pay its social tax,"· says Radford Bishop, former staff ·
director,of;'the Senate. Cori.sumer Affairs committee ·who is now-:
'executive .director of. the Florida· Consumer· Finance Associa- .
· tiori::;Tlie �ss_qciation repres�nls the· so-called_ large small-loan·
companies·..:. 'chain�;', for tlie i:nost part, some.belonging to cor- ·
porate/-.,conglomerates-.:.,;These, ·arerdifferent; from the "littl�"..
small•lpaU:.
)llostly- locally. owned; which
expected. to.�
oppose the bill.:•·.w:::-..··· · · ... ,. ·:7·•'. ·';; ,. ---�- :"·t ... "--"'··;.Ten:!oilseT:r;riembers-- and seven·
are-co-sponsoring
the bill/w�tc4:would lower-•basic iriterest:charges slightly; pro
hibit a·com�y.frpz:n having-more than one outstanding loan to
a custtimet;:·�d�·�pia1,··on1y as it affects small loans,. the aa
cient ;common;la,w-.•docf!ine:-. of: "holder-in-due-course," which
has been use<ftQ make·countless consumers pay for bad deals.
If the- bill is pasesd, the loan company that buys a· consumer's
debt to._a -used car dealer might not be able to collectif the car·
i k
i.
qu � l�
"IT!S. ONlli°(l°F.the· finest bills. you'll read," says' Sen. Rich-·
ard A. Pettigrew, D-Mjami. But most important, he says,' is
that it would·make it unnecessary- for people to _bear�inultiple.
··
$600 loans atthe highest.interest rates.
The
estimates that half of its customers· carry
: mote· than one loa.n at·a time and 30 per cent have more than
· hvo: · Pettigrew said they ·pay high ;interest.. Current law all,_ows _
about 36 per cent interest on the first $300 of each loan, and 24 ·
per cent
second $300. Thus, someone who has oorrowed
$1,200 from a loan company is paying 36 per cent on $600, and
24 per cent on $600. Over two -years, it would cost him about
$550 in interest. 'l:he same $1,200,. borrowed for two years under
the teqn�of}3ish�p'.s bill,. woul�cost orily $320.

firms,

hr��fg�::;......- _

senators

are.

•;t:.··. �... _. :\._tf� .:.:<, :_:___: :·

'industry·

on· the

: AS A-LAWYER·handling divorce cases, Pettigrew-said, he
'was "appalletf?Y the number. of people tied up in multiple
small loans ; ·. ; one of the basfo reasons they got divorced was
... o·,
their financial problem."
. .
The bill would allow a charge of $18.per year per $100 bor•
rowed, up to $50'0; and $10 a year per �undred above that. "I'd
like to gq -further-than the bill dqes; but the-bill as is has a good
. ,...
chance.of. passing/' Pettigrew saiq:. ,_,... ··
_'
"This bill helps. the consumer'and it helps us;'' Bishop says.
"The consumer gets the break on· his interest rates. Right now,
it's costing us. something like $9'(to write a $600 loan for -12
months. Two loans (to the same customer) cost us $194. If we
can write one $1,200 loan, we've saved ourselves $90, or some
·
thing like th�t."
._.,,�:-��� -� ·
:; _ .
·
· THE BILL being pushed by the consumer ffnance associa
tion has 7 Senate sponsors and 10 House sponsors. Among
them, they got $5,150 in association political gifts. Four Senate
sponsors had· these donations: ;Pettigrew, $650; Jim Glisson,
R-Eustis, $1,700; Lew Brantley,·D-Jacksonville, $500, and George
Firestone, D-Miami, $300. Six' House sponsors: had these dona
tions: John Forbes, D-Jacksonville, $100; Carroll Webb, D-Tal
lahassw, $425; Pat Thomas, D-Quincy, $325; Jack Shreve, D
Merritt Island, Carl Ogden, D-Jacksonville, $500; and Fred
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}Jill to Hike Lending
(:eiling Wins BackiTtg
;•
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'

�
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' TALLAHASSEE - A bill in
creasing the lending ceiling
for Florida's small loan com
panies from $600 to $2,500 won
S:.1 approval Tuesday of the
House subcommittee on Con•
sumer Affairs.

,,The· bill received · strong
support from the larger loan
companies, some · of them
chains, but is opposed by the
"little" small loan firms, most
of them locally owned.

: UNDER PRESENT LAW,
Sl'Jlall loan companies may
lehd money in excess of $600
but are restricted to a 10 per
cent simple interest rate on
any excess �eyond $600.

: hhis has resulted, sponsors ·
bill say, in borrowers,
most of whom fall in the high
dsk category, receiving loans.
{rom several companies W:ith· •
Annual interest rates running
as high as 36.49 percent .

ot the

.t

'under the proposed bill, the
interest · rate will be de
creased in return for raising
the ceiling to $2,500.
'. The bill increases license ,.
fees for small loan compa
nies, tightens qualifications
for managers of these compa
nies and affords greate.c con
sumer protection in the areas
of negotiable instruments,
cross collateral, credit coun
seling and public disclosure.

· "I think it's an excellent
bill " commented Rep. John.
Fo;bes D-Jacksonville, chair
man �f the subcommittee.
•iFor the first time we're get
ting into meaningful consum
er. protection for small loan

customers."

.

.

.

:

.

�- .

The small loan representa
tives contend these figures do
FIGURES PRESENTEb the· not accurately reflect the true
committee show· that a bor interest rate. They also argue
rower now would pay an an that the larger companies will
nual interest rate of $469.64 or . be pressuring people to se
33.04 percent for three sepa cure greater loans than they
rate loans totaling $2,500. The can afford and the ceiling will
new law would reduce the in hurt the smaller firms which·
terest payment to - $290 or deal only "in selling money."
20.76 percent interest. ·
Under present law, the in . Supporters of the bill say 1
terest rate on $600 would be Florida's $600 ceiling is the ,1
$112.20 annually, or 32.90 per lowest in the nation and it has !
cent. The new law would be been 16 years since this ceil1
$100 interest or- 29.46 percent.
ing has increased.

St. Pe'9rsburg ,-Times,
V/�nesd�y. May, 2, 1973
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Tlmes-Ml•mf Herald Service

TALLAHASSEE - Small-loan comp��ies would be able to
lend more· nioney but would have to lower interest charges
under a bill approyed 5-1 Tuesday by the House consumer ser·, vices subcommittee.
. �
• · The proposal would, let loan companies lend up to $2,500
to a person rather than the $600.ceiling now imposed. The com
panies would be required to lower interest charges to 18 per
cent on loans up to $500 and 10 per .cent on all money lent
.. above $500. -Current law allows 36 per cent on the first $300 and
24 per cent on the second $300.
RADFORD BISHOP, lobbyist for the Florida Consumer Fi
nance Association, a group of "large" small-loan companies,
said that for· the person borrowing $1,500, the bill would mean
$190 interest compared with $286 under current law. He said
-· Florida's $600 loan limitation is the lowest in the country. Com- panies in at least 34. other states can now lend at least $2,500,
he said.
·
THE SUBCOMMITTEE added amendments that would:
""' Give customers 10 days rather than five before- a late
charge is levied.·
· - . Y' R,r_q!i1b!t loan companies from �ing real estate to back·
,
up loans of less than $1,000.
.
Y' Stop loan. companies from_ being able to take a person's
·wages if he fails to make a loan payment..
Bishop.said the bill contai�s const.-mec-protection. items that
would: • : · ·
,
·
·

_J

· Y' Provide
consumer.�reclit cou��e1iri?� -. �
t
:".":..Forbid· a small-loa"n. company from. repossessing twci
items purchased unaer a loan if the customer already has paid:
,
off the loan on one.
.

. v Prohibit loan companies, for exampl;, from automatical�
ly getting possession of a used car if it falls apart after th�
used car dealer has sold the loan to a small loan company�

...

